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Preface

Learning is a process that never ends. The more I have learned, 
the more I have grown to understand, how little I actually 
know; just now at the end of my studies I feel, I am just in the 
beginning. I hope that the curiosity for learning will continue 
and I can keep on learning. This study is a story about learning 
and evolution of ideas. I hope the next pages will flash the 
learning process behind the text, and the reader will learn 
something as well.

At the end I want to express my thanks to Ilmari Lahdelma for 
good advices, and to Jenni Poutanen for this opportunity to 
learn more and discover new possibilities.

In Tampere 21st of January 2014
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Abstract

This study focuses on the Finnish campus universities and the analysis of 
the spatial structure of campuses. Campuses are observed smart cities of 
the future with blended functions and novel learning environments. The 
main objective is to analyse the existing spatial structure of campuses in 
different scales and present how the spaces can be developed.

The study evaluates, how the Smart City concept could be used for 
the analysis of campuses, and how the qualities of smart spaces can be 
used to develop the existing spaces of campuses. As a conclusion the 
spaces are developed by bringing smart urban qualities to the campus 
environment. The qualities that are applicable to campuses are discovered 
through the literature sources and workshops. The spatial structure of 
campuses is examined through the two case studies: University of Oulu 
and Tampere University of Technology.

This study is done as a part of a multidisciplinary research group: 
RYM-SHOK Work package 4: Spaces for learning and creation of 
new knowledge. Driver Company of the Work package 4 is University 
Properties of Finland Ltd, Suomen yliopistokiinteistöt Oy (SYK Oy). 
The study provides information to the doctoral dissertation topic of 
Jenni Poutanen by evaluating the existing spaces of case study campuses.

Keywords: Campus as a city, spatial structure, smart city, university, case 
studies, workshops, urban qualities, illustrations
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Tiivistelmä

Tutkimus keskittyy suomalaisiin kampus-yliopistoihin ja niiden 
tilarakenteen tarkasteluun. Kampukset nähdään tulevaisuuden 
älykkäinä kaupunkeina, joita hallitsevat sekoittuneet toiminnot sekä 
uudet oppimisympäristöt. Päätavoite on analysoida kampusten olemassa 
olevaa tilarakennetta eri mittakaavoissa ja esittää, kuinka tiloja voidaan 
kehittää.

Tutkimus selvittää myös, voidaanko Smart City konseptia käyttää 
kampusten analysointiin ja kuinka älykkään tilan ominaisuuksia voidaan 
käyttää kampusten kehittämiseen. Tiloja kehitetään tuomalla älykkäitä 
kaupunkimaisia ominaisuuksia kampusympäristöön. Kaupunkimaiset 
ominaisuudet on määritelty kirjallisuuslähteiden sekä työpajojen 
avulla. Kampusten olemassa olevaa tilarakennetta on tarkasteltu kahden 
tapausesimerkin kautta: Oulun yliopisto ja Tampereen teknillinen 
yliopisto.

Tutkimus on tehty osana monitieteellistä tutkimushanketta: RYM-
SHOK Työpaketti 4: Oppimisen ja uuden tiedon luomisen tilat. 
Veturiyrityksenä Työpaketti 4:ssä toimii Suomen Yliopistokiinteistöt Oy 
(SYK Oy). Tutkimus tuottaa tietoa myös Jenni Poutasen väitöskirjaan 
tarkastelemalla kampusten olemassa olevaa tilarakennetta.

Avainsanat: Kampus kaupunkina, tilallinen rakenne, smart city, yliopisto, 
tapaustutkimus, työpajat, kaupungin ominaisuudet, havainnekuvat
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2 Introduction

Learning and teaching methods are under a radical 
change. Ways of studying are becoming more interactive 
and collaborative which sets new demands on the spaces 
within universities. Hence, studying environments in 
higher education are changing. (DEGW 2008; JISC 2006) In 
addition, informal learning and novel learning environments 
have drawn interest in recent years. Academic learning takes 
place not only inside the classrooms but also all around the 
campus, and for example Jenni Poutanen (2012) has studied 
the potential of corridors as novel learning spaces.

Increasingly, the financial economy of the universities is 
mainly dependent on funding given by companies and private 
donations. This raises the competition among universities 
which in turn forces them to enhance their operational 
models and the effective use of premises. Hence, universities 
need to invest as well the quality of learning and teaching 
spaces. In order to find new and innovative ways to use 
spaces efficiently without decreasing the quality of learning, 
the premises of the universities must be analysed. How can 
spatial structure of universities be developed in order to 
increase their attractiveness and enhance their international 
competitiveness?

This study focuses on the modernist campuses which form 
their own entities within the city structure. The hypothesis is 
that campuses can interact with the city by bringing urban 
spaces and functions to its premises. The existing spaces 
and functions of the campuses are analysed in order to 
find out how the spaces can be developed into more urban 
environment. University of Oulu and Tampere University of 
Technology are selected as case studies, since they represent a 
typical modernist campuses. The spaces and functions of the 
campuses are analysed in the perspective of urban qualities 
and furthermore the whole campus is seen as a city.
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Campuses are analysed through diff erent methods. Th e 
borders of campuses are defi ned by user interviews as well as 
examination of the map of the area. Th e analysis of diff erent 
spaces and functions is based on the examination of fl oor plans 
and sections. Th e elements under analysis are for example the 
location and relation to other spaces, and the amount of space 
type. In addition a light participant observation is done on 
location. Th e observed elements are for example the users of a 
space as well as atmosphere.

Campuses are naturally concentrations of creative and smart 
people. Th is study investigates also, if campuses can be 
perceived as smart cities. Th e Smart City concept is introduced 
as one possible tool for the campus development. Th e Smart 
city concept is based on the research conducted by the Centre 
of Regional Sciences of Vienna University of Technology 
(2007). Th e objective is to observe campuses as smart cities, 
and adapt the Smart City concept to the examination of the 
campuses. However, in order to observe campuses as smart 
cities, one must answer the questions. What is a city? What is 
smart?

Th e aim of this study is to identify those positive urban 
qualities that could be applied to campuses, and fi nd out 
what are the qualities of smart spaces. Workshops are used 
as a method to broaden the variety of the urban qualities 
and the elements of smart spaces. Th e identifi ed qualities are 
applied to campuses, in order to generate novel learning and 
teaching environments. Th e main research question is: how 
can campuses be developed by bringing the urban and smart 
qualities to the campus environment?

Smart Cities:

An utopia about the future 
of cities. Concept highlights 
three diff erent qualities:
1. Th e role of ICT-
infrastructure and open 
source innovations.
2. Th e role of human capital 
and education.
3. Social and environmental 
sustainability.

(Caragliu et al. 2009)
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Chapter 2 will explain the background of this study and 
introduce the main literature sources. Literature sources are 
used to defi ne the qualities of a city as well as qualities of smart 
spaces that generate attractive urban environment. A process 
of exploring the qualities of a city is expanded in Chapter 3, 
and the Smart city concept is introduced as one possible tool 
for campus development. Th e Smart city concept is adapted to 
the spatial examination of campuses. Chapter 3 provides also 
discussion about smart spaces and smartness in architecture, 
as well as details about the workshops. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the spatial structure of the case study 
campuses in detail. Th e spatial structure is presented through 
conceptual pictures as well as via photographs. Campus 
illustrations are introduced in chapter 5. Th e illustrations 
present how the urban and smart qualities can be applied 
to campuses and how they could enhance the spatial 
structure of the universities. Th e conclusion of this study 
and recommendations for further research are presented in 
chapter 6.
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Campus illustrations!
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Campus as a word is familiar to everyone. It can refer to 
the premises of a university or other institution, for example 
a hospital. Next sections clarify the origin of the concept 
of a campus and enlighten the historical development of 
campuses. Campuses are in a new situation when a city has 
grown and surrounded them. This has led to a new possibilities 
for interaction with a city, and campus universities are facing 
the challenge how they could develop with out losing their 
identity as own entities.

This study focuses on campus universities and their 
development towards more urban environments. Urban 
qualities are brought to campuses in order to enhance 
their spatial structure. The urban qualities are defined by 
literature sources and workshops. Literature sources provides 
viewpoints for the attractive urban environment which could 
be adapted to the campus environment.

If campuses are observed as cities, what would be the cities 
of the future? Section 2.3 introduces the Smart City concept 
which has drawn a lot of interest recent years in the area of 
urban planning. Many cities are marketing themselves as 
’smart cities’, but in most cases the smartness is based only 
on the use of information and communication technologies. 
However, smart cities need also smart inhabitants, i.e. creative 
and educated people. (Caragliu 2009.)
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2.1 What is a campus?

Den Heijer (2011) claims in her book that “the campus of the 
future is a city”.  The view is based on an observation about 
the historical development of campuses and cities. At the 
beginning of the 20th century universities were small elite 
educational institutions spread all around the city. Between 
the 1950s and 1990s universities expanded explosively and 
campuses were built on the edges of cities. Now, in the 21st 
century, cities have grown and surrounded the campuses, so 
the universities are again inside the city. A current trend seems 
to be that the campus is merging again with the city and the 
functions of a city and campus are intermingling. Figure 2.1 
illustrates the situation. (den Heijer 2011)

The Finnish university system derives from the German, 
Swedish and Russian university traditions, and the oldest 
universities in Finland, for example University of Helsinki, 
have been built following that tradition. According to Vuori 
(1999, p. 13), “[...] the aim of the universities [...] was to occupy 
a prominent position alongside other stately institutions and to 
integrate students into society as effectively as possible to serve 
their country and prevailing social order.” This aim led to the 
tradition that universities were built in the city centre near 
the other significant establishments, such as cathedrals or 
administrative and judicial institutions. (Vuori 1999)

The concept of a campus entered Finland at the end of the 
1950’s. The idea of campus originally came to Finland from the 
United States, where campuses were – and still are – isolated 
entities outside the city. The word campus actually means a 
field outside the town, and in that light the city centre campus 
is a contradiction in terms. (Vuori 1999) 
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In the United States campuses outside the city are in fact 
like towns or small cities. Campuses form their own entities 
with urban activities, such as housing, services and free-time 
entertainments. (Oldenburg 1997)

In 1965 the objective of the campus planning was to locate 
universities in the area, where all the premises of a university, 
student housing and services could be built, and where a 
university could form its own entity. Obviously this aim led to 
the decision to locate universities at the edge of a city, in a vast 
unbuilt areas. Otaniemi campus of the Helsinki University of 
Technology and Linnanmaa campus of the University of Oulu 
were the first experiments to built a unified campus areas with 
housing and services. (Vuorinen 2011, pp. 13)

The original objective of the Linnanmaa campus of the 
University of Oulu was to develop an urban university 
centre with various functions, including housing. Architects’ 
description on the principles of the solution mentions that the 
starting point of the design was to create an interdisciplinary 
and vivid social milieu, which is in use 24 hours per day. In 
the original plan, the student housing is located among the 
facilities of the university. Hence, the campus area would be 
lively around the clock, and the use of the facilities would be 
effective. (Pajamies 1968)

According to the principal of the University of Oulu, Erkki-
Koiso Kanttila, the Linnanmaa campus was ought to be a 
starting point of a new city. This view supported the aim that 
new campus universities were designed to be key elements 
and centres of a new suburban areas of the 1960s’. (Vuorinen 
2011, pp. 15)

However, the original plan and its objectives has not realized 
in full scale. On the contrary to the United States, campuses 
in Finland are rather small and services are limited including 
mainly restaurants and cafeterias. In addition, housing is not 
as significant part of the Finnish campuses as it is in the United 

Campus:

The grounds and buildings of 
a university or college.

North American: the grounds 
of a school, hospital, or other 
institution.

Origin:
Late 18th century (originally 
US): from Latin campus ‘field’

(Oxford Dictionaries 2013)
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Below: University of Oulu, Finland

Photo: Bing maps
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States. In Linnanmaa campus, student housing can be seen as 
a part of the campus, but for example services in the campus 
are rather biased and there are not similar public spaces for 
encounters than in cities. The functions in the campus area 
are mainly the main functions of university: study, work and 
research.

The observation of den Heijer (2011) that cities have grown 
and surrounded campuses which once were isolated units 
in the field, is valid. The campuses which were designed to 
form their own entities are now in close interaction with the 
city. In my opinion, these campuses have two alternatives 
how to interact with the city. The first option is to blend in 
with the city and to expand the functions and facilities of the 
university outside the borders of the campus. The campus will 
be no longer campus according to its original definition, but 
it will be city centre university. This approach will connect 
campus as an essential part of urban environment and 
provide several possibilities for cooperation with different 
companies and other actors active in the city. However, this 
approach could also mean a loss of identity of the university 
and decentralization of its administration.

The interaction with the city could also mean that urban 
activities are brought to campuses. Hence, the second possibility 
is to enhance and develop the existing spaces of the campus. 
The campuses could preserve as their own entities and real 
campuses by its original definition. All the campuses represent 
the ideology of the era they were built and this ideology can be 
seen as a part of the identity of the campuses. By bringing the 
urban activities to its premises, campuses could strengthen 
their identity but still develop the spaces towards more urban 
environment. In other words, campuses can transform into 
cities.
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bringing the urban qualities to 
its premises.
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In this study I perceive campuses as cities and search a 
solutions how the spatial structure of campuses could be 
developed into more urban environment. With the word 
campus I refer to its original meaning as an isolated unit at 
the edge of a city. Hence, the hypothesis or ideas presented in 
this study are not necessary applicable to the universities that 
are located in a city centre. Qualities that could be applied to 
campuses are determined through literature sources in next 
section.

From very different viewpoints, both Jane Jacobs (1961) 
and Richard Florida (2002) have studied city environments 
and discovered qualities that might generate an attractive 
surroundings. I have presented those qualities and bring 
out the possibilities to adapt the qualities to the campus 
environment.
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If these conditions are applied to 
campuses, what kind of spatial structure 
would it generate? Th e primary functions 
of campuses are work, research and 
study. All these activities happen only 
in the daytime, hence the corridors are 
almost empty in the  evening and during 
weekends. By increasing the mixture of 
primary uses, the campuses could be 
used actively in diff erent times of day 
and also at weekends.

Th e need of small blocks could be seen in 
a campus environment as a connectivity 
of the buildings. Finnish campuses are 
rather small and everything is within 
walking distance. However, the buildings 
should be accessible and open in order to 
increase their permeability for the people 
within the campus. At the moment, 
people use mostly the main corridor for 
going from a building to another and the 
secondary corridors are quiet.

According to Jane Jacobs, only well-
established, high-turnover, standardized 
or heavily subsidized businesses can 
aff ord new buildings, but smaller 
companies and new businesses must use 
old buildings (Jacobs 1961, p. 188). In 
the University of Oulu and the Tampere 
University of Technology there are 

1. Mixed primary uses which ensure that 
streets are used actively in diff erent times 
of day

2. Small blocks to provide pedestrians 
several diff erent routes to the same 
destination.

3. Building of various ages in order to 
cultivate the mixed primary uses.

4. High concentration of people with 
diff erent purposes to stimulate the diversity 
of the area.

Jane Jacobs (1961, pp. 152-221)

Jane Jacobs (1961) has studied American 
cities and the elements which make some 
cities or areas of the city more attractive 
than others. Jacobs is well know about her 
critique  of 1950’s urban planning policy 
in the United States. On the grounds of 
her observations, she has formed four 
conditions which together generate 
cities’ diversity:

2.2 Qualities of place
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At the very core of the book ’The Rise of 
the Creative Class’ by Richard Florida 
(2002, p. 228) lies the question, why do 
talented highly educated people locate 
in certain places? Florida has identified 
three key elements which together 
increases an economic growth of the 
area and attracts so called ‘creative class’. 
The factors are: technology, talent and 
tolerance.

If these elements is adapted to a context 
of higher education, and universities are 
perceived as concentrations of creative 
class, how should campuses be developed 
in order to attract the creative people all 
around the world also in the future?

Technology is the most obvious factor of 
the economic growth. Universities can 
be seen as concentrations of high-tech 
industries itself, since universities are 
leading centres of research and there 
are numerous projects going on in co-
operation with companies and other 
partners. Still, universities could enhance 
the technology factor, for example 
establishing manufacturing facilities near 
campuses.

Talent is the second factor in creating 
attractive place. According to Florida 
talented people cluster over time and 
speed up the economic growth of the 
area. Universities are naturally occupied 
by talented people, but of course the 
universities compete the most talented 

buildings of different ages. However, the 
functions in the old and new building are 
more or less the same. 

Universities could decontrol the old 
buildings, or part of the building, for 
researchers and students to establish their 
own workstations, start-up companies, 
businesses deriving from research, 
learning spaces, free-time activities, 
exhibitions etc. This liberalization of the 
buildings should include also a freedom 
to do modifications and allow students 
really to take over the spaces. Of course 
it would generate quite variable and 
maybe questionable environment, but it 
may also generate new ideas and enhance 
innovation.

The last condition for the diverse cities 
was high density of people with different 
purposes. In campuses, there are naturally 
people who work and study there. There 
could be also people who live there. And 
along the diverse functions e.g. services 
and companies, there could be people 
who just want to hang around in the 
campus, go shopping there, attend open 
lectures or play volleyball in the yard.
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students, researchers and teachers. 
Hence, the important question is: how to 
attract talented people?

Tolerance, the third factor by Florida, 
indicates the diversity of people as well 
as diversity of fi rms and industries. Open 
and tolerant atmosphere of the campuses 
could attract even more talented people 
and enhance the competitiveness of the 
universities.

Later on, Florida (2002) has defi ned one 
more factor that could generate attractive 
environment. Th e factors is the place 
itself – or the ’quality of place’ as Florida 
calls the phenomena. Th e quality of place 
has three key dimensions:

“What’s there: the combination of the built 
environment and the natural environment; 
a proper setting for the pursuit of creative 
lives.

Who’s there: the diverse kind of people, 
interacting and proving cues that anyone 
can make a life in that community.

What’s going on: the vibrancy of street 
life, cafe culture, arts, music and people 
engaging in outdoor activities - altogether a 
lot of active exciting, creative endeavours.”

Th e quality of place is partly intersecting 
with the three key factors, technology, 
talent and tolerance, and Florida calls 
the  quality of place as “the fourth T: 

Territorial Assets”. Territorial Assets 
refers to the characteristic features that 
defi ne the place and make it attractive. 
(Florida 2002, p. 280-281)

Th e fi rst point by Richard Florida, is the 
quality of built environment and nature. 
In campuses this could be interpreted 
as better quality of study places, better 
indoor environment or better green areas 
around the campus. Campuses should 
enhance their characteristic features 
in order to strengthen their identity and 
also the attractiveness.

Th e second point is to attract diff erent 
people with diff erent backgrounds all 
around the world in order to create 
a diverse community. In a campus 
environment tolerant atmosphere and 
open meeting places with international 
activities could increase the diversity of 
people.

As a last dimension, there should be 
something going on for everybody. In 
universities, this could mean all sorts of 
guild and club activities, possibilities to 
do diff erent sports, arts, have hobbies and 
meet people outside the curriculum.

I will get back to these qualities introduced 
before, in chapter 5, where I am about to 
present the adaptation of the qualities to 
the campus environment.
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2.3 The Smart City concept

Th e Smart city concept represents an 
utopia about the future of cities. Th is 
concept highlights three qualities which 
are important factors for long-term 
urban growth:

1. Th e role of ICT-infrastructure and open 
source innovations.
2. Th e role of human capital and education.
3. Social and environmental sustainability.

Business-friendly atmosphere and 
high-tech industries can be seen as signs 
of the smart city. Smart city concept 
emphasize also the importance of 
education and participation in decision 

making processes. In order to benefi t 
from the newest ICT-technology, the 
citizens must be able to use it, which 
also means investments to education. 
(Caragliu et al. 2009)

Smart use of natural resources and use 
of renewable energy is necessary in a 
world where resources are limited. Social 
sustainability in this context means that 
all social classes should benefi t from new 
technologies and the public services must 
be available for all. (Caragliu et al. 2009, 
p. 48)
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Figure 2.4 Structure of the Smart city 
-concept (Giffinger et al. 2007)
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(Giffinger et al. 2007)
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2.3.1 Definition

The Centre of Regional Science of 
Vienna University of Technology has 
carried out a research about European 
medium-sized cities as smart cities. The 
research is based on theories of regional 
competitiveness, transport, information 
and communication technologies, 
economics, natural resources, human 
and social capital, quality of life, and 
participation of societies in cities. 
Therefore it gives a solid background for 
the definition of the smart city concept. 
(Caragliu et al. 2009)

Six characteristic actors were defined as 
a result of the research. Characteristics 
form six basic categories, which 
are important for smart cities. All 
characteristics are defined by factors and 
each factor is described by a number of 
indicators. 

Figure 2.4 describes the relations of the 
characteristics, factors and indicators. The 
indicators measure the city’s performance 
as a smart city. All data collected for the 
indicators comes from public and freely 
accessible databases, such as Urban 
Audit. To sum up the characteristics see 
the figure 2.5 (Giffinger et al. 2007).

Totally 74 indicators were defined in 
the research of the Centre of Regional 
Science of Vienna University of 
Technology. The indicators measured 
things like e.g. patent applications per 
inhabitant, share of foreigners, political 
activity of inhabitants, traffic safety and 
crime rate. Figure 2.6 presents the list of 
characteristics, factors and indicators of 
the Smart City research.
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Figure 2.6 Smart city characteristics,  factors and indicators (Giffinger et al. 2007)
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One aim of this study is to find those positive 
qualities of a city that could be applied to 
campuses. By observing campuses through these 
qualities the spaces could be developed towards 
more urban environment.

My objective is to find out how well the Smart City concept 
can be used to analyse Finnish campuses and is it possible 
to perceive campuses as smart cities. Next sections provides 
discussion about ‘smartness’ in architecture and which 
qualities define smart spaces.

In addition to the literature review, I have used workshops 
as a tool to determine the positive characters of a city and 
the qualities of smart spaces. The workshops with experts of 
spatiality and facility management were fruitful and forwarded 
the research. Workshops offered different perspectives and 
points of view to the subject.

Section 3.1 explains how the Smart City concept could be 
adapted to the spatial evaluation of campuses. Section 3.2 
discusses about smartness in architecture and gives broader 
perspective to the space categorization. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 
give details about the workshops and which new aspects they 
brought to the examination of campuses. Section 3.5 evaluates 
the results of the workshops.
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3.1 Adaptation of the Smart City concept

The factors of the Smart city research 
represent the factors that should be 
found in the Smart Campuses as well. 
However, the current situation with the 
homogeneous structure of the campuses 
makes it difficult to apply the Smart city 
indicators to the examination of the 
campuses. The structure of the Smart 
city research is not directly adaptable to 
Smart campus analysis for the following 
reasons:

The Smart city concept is made to 
perceive bigger entities than campuses 
and the focus of the Smart city indicators 
lies mainly in statistics. Hence it can not 
be applied to the spatial examination. 
Similar statistics about campuses are 
available  to some extent, but the data is 
not as comprehensible as equivalent data 
about cities. Even though campuses can 
be perceived as cities, there are several 
qualities which make them different from 
cities.

Population in the campuses is rather 
homogeneous when considering social 
cohesion and age. Most of the people in 
the campuses are students or employees. 
Children and retired seniors does not 
spend time in campuses. In the other 

words campuses are mainly work and 
study places. In addition, differences 
in incomes are rather small and social 
cohesion is strong.

Housing is a remarkable function in 
the cities, but it does not have such a big 
role in Finnish campuses. Hence, the 
Smart city indicators, such as ‘average 
living area per person’, are not applicable 
to campuses. Housing and other social 
and commercial services would bring 
campuses closer to urban environment.

Environmental issues in campuses are in 
smaller scale than in real cities. Pollution 
and environmental protection can not 
be measured in the campuses with the 
Smart city indicators. In a campus scale 
environmental issues could be measured 
by things such as recycling rate or energy 
consumption. Attractivity of natural 
conditions and tourist attractivity could 
be relevant to the future campuses, but in 
this research the indicators that measure 
these factors can not be applied.

If the factors and indicators are not 
applicable as such, could their be adapted 
for campuses and spatial analysis 
purposes?
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3.1.1 Developing factors and indicators

The factors of the Smart city represent 
the components which describe how 
‘smart’ a city is. The indicators measure 
comparable qualities of cities and 
the information is based on freely 
accessible statistics. The first of the 
research questions is: Is it possible to 
find indicators that measure the spatial 
smartness of campuses?

The factors and indicators modified for 
the Smart Campus examination should 
work as in the original concept, in order 
to  get comparable information about 
the campuses. The problem is to find the 
qualities that describe the spatiality of the 
campuses, but which can be measured 
in a comparable way. Finding relevant 
factors and indicators for the spatial 
examination of the campuses turned out 
to be an iterative process, where factors 

and indicators were tested and modified 
several times.

The factors and indicators in figure 3.1 
are directly modified from the original 
factors and indicators of the Smart city 
-research. Most of the indicators represent 
a type of space category. Calculating the 
total area of each space category will 
provide us with comparable information 
of the spatial structure of the campuses.

However, if the intention is to discover 
the spatial smartness of the campuses, 
which are the smart spaces? The amount  
of square meters does not tell much about 
the smartness, so the idea of the indicators 
is to include also other than space related 
indicators, such as usage rate, to generate 
diverse information. 
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Figure 3.1 The list of 
modified factors and 
indicators

ECONOMY Innovative spirit Facilities for entrepreneurship and innovations
Entrepreneurship Number of new start-up companies per year

Business premises
Research Facilities for research projects

Number of research projects
Publications, patents, presentations
Laboratories
Usage rate of laboratories

Employees Office rooms, closed
Open-plan offices
Quiet spaces

Funding Total funding

PEOPLE Level of qualification Persentage of enrollments of all applicants
Percentage of first choice applicants

Life long learning Library facilities
PhD candidates

Social and ethnic plurality Incoming exchange stundents
Outgoing exchange students
Intenational stundents all together
Religious places at university (chapel etc)

Creativity Open meeting/study places
Meeting rooms

Flexibility Dress code
Working hours

GOVERNANCE Participation of students Student union facilities
Number of student representatives in administration
Part-time student workers

Social services Social services for students
Social and informal meeting places
Children's daycare

Strategies & perspectives University´s strategy
Employment of the strategy

MOBILITY Campus accessibility Accessibility in campus area
Accessibility 27/7
Parking in campus area
Orientation

Connections to city Public transportation, number of bus or metro lines
Number of students compared to number of citizens

Availability of ICT-infra IT-rooms
Multimedia rooms
Spacec such as corridors, halls, entrances
Wireless internet at campus area

ENVIRONMENT Indoor environment Quality of air
Atmosphere

Education facilities Lecture rooms (>50 persons)
Seminar rooms (20-50 persons)
Group work spaces (3-20 persons)
Individual study spaces (1-2 person)
Special study spaces

Outdoor environment Green areas
Average age of the university buildings

Energy consumption Energy consumption
Recycling

LIVING Student activities Number of guild´s, clubs, etc.
Guild and club rooms

Cultural activities Culture speces
Sport facilities Indoor

Usage rate of sport facilities
Services Services (restaurants)
Health conditions Health services
Individual safety Guard services
Housing at campus area Housing
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3.1.2 Conclusions and further development

Campuses turned out to be far more 
distinctive entities than expected and 
further away from real cities than 
anticipated. The process of finding 
relevant factors and indicators turned out 
to be far too large to execute within the 
time frame of this study. 

In order to be evident and comparable, 
the indicators must have a firm scientific 
base. Gathering information for the 
indicators would need a wider time frame 
and a group of experts in different areas 
of campus management and architecture.

However, the Smart city concept gave 
a different perspective to the subject, 
even though it was not adaptable to the 
spatial examination of the campuses as 
such. To gain a broader perspective of the 
campuses further studies in co-operation 
with the experts of the area of facility 
management should be conducted.

This study can not find the relevant 
factors and indicators that describe how 
‘smart’ campuses are. However, this 
study can form a framework to further 
studies. Universities could benefit a tool 
that describes the smartness of campuses 

in a comparable way. This Smart Campus 
-tool could consider the spatial issues as 
well as other factors, such as occupancy 
and usage rate of the spaces, the age of the 
buildings, new constructions projects, 
user-driven events, co-design projects, 
the actual usage of the spaces.

By ranking the universities with the 
Smart Campus -tool, universities could 
increase their competitiveness at least in 
national level. Many university rankings 
are concentrating the graduations of 
students, research publications, doctoral 
dissertations and other outcomes of 
the undergraduate and post-graduate 
students. However, none of the rankings 
is taking a notice about the spaces of 
universities and how the spaces affecting 
the attractivity of campuses.

Next section provides a discussion 
about the smartness of spaces and about 
the factors which should be notified 
when developing spatially smarter 
campus environment. In addition to the 
qualities of a city, campuses could also be 
developed by bringing the qualities of 
smart spaces to the campuses.
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3.2 Which are the smart spaces?

Indicators that measure smart spaces 
should include the examination of the 
spaces through their potential and 
values. Mere a large amounts of square 
meters of specifi c space type does not 
refl ect the ‘smartness’ of a space. Th is 
particular space type should also be 
situated in a smart way within the 
building.

Diff erent spaces e.g. libraries, laboratories 
and studios are places with important 
social dimensions and they should be 
seen as social and informal meeting 
places for students and staff . According 
to Brian Edwards (2000) one way to 
increase the sense of community and 
accidental encounters would be to 
provide a central place, where students, 
staff  and researchers can meet each other 
informally and get in touch with nature.

It is also important to know how diff erent 
spaces are clustered and what are their 

areas of infl uence. Analysing the whole 
campus as a learning space is one of the 
ten key strategies of DEGW Learning 
Landscape project. Dugdale (2009) claims 
that a campus should be seen as an area 
of ’overlapping networks of compelling 
places and hubs, which can off er choices to 
the users and generate synergies through 
adjacencies and clustering facilities’. (p. 
52)

David E. Whisnant (1971) claims that 
a mixed spatial structure within the 
universities will improve learning 
and create better sense of community 
(Whisnant 1971). In addition, a mixed 
spatial structure could contain multi-
functional spaces in order to increase 
the usage rate of the spaces. Th is kind 
of mixed multi-functional environment 
with informal meeting places could be a 
great place to generate interdisciplinary 
encounters and innovations.
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3.2.1 Space categorization

Den Heijer (2011) distinguishes nine 
function types, which can be found in 
the campuses: offi  ce, support, restaurant, 
education, specifi c including labs, 
residential, sanitary, storage, and special 
storage (p. 239-242). Th ese function types 
can be used to categorize the university 
spaces in reliable and comparable way. 
It would be easy to calculate how big 
area each function occupies within the 
university. In addition, the spatiality of 
the universities could be compared on a  
national and international level. However, 
this categorization would be quite old-
fashioned, because it leaves out the 
consideration of  multi-functional spaces 
or new learning space requirements.
Den Heijer (2011, p. 432) states that 
“Th e multifunctional use of many spaces 
on campus has made it more and more 
complex to determine the function of 
space”. Th is brings up the question: Is it 
necessary to determine the function of 
space? Are there other standards which 
categorize the spaces?

Typical way of categorizing the spaces 
is based on their function. However, 
if the name of a room in a fl oor plan 
says ’Coff ee room/Meeting room’, is 
this in a category of ’Social facilities for 
employees’ or ’Meeting and negotiation 
rooms’? Th e multi-functional spaces are 
indeed a good thing as they tell us about 
smart and effi  cient space usage among 
other things, but it also creates a problem 
when categorizing the spaces.

Dugdale (2009) claims that traditional 
space categorization has become less 
meaningful, since increasingly need for 
such specialized spaces diminishes. 
Spaces are turning more and more 
interdisciplinary and spaces are occupied 
around the clock. Space types are 
focusing to support human interaction 
and enhancing the quality of life as much 
as supporting the learning. (p. 52) 

Similarly Long et al. (2005) ask us 
to broaden the range of categorizing 
the space. Th e learning spaces should 
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“Th inking/conceiving spaces (spaces for 
deliberating, brainstorming)

Designing spaces (spaces for putting 
structure, order, and context to free 
ranging ideas)

Presenting spaces (spaces for showing 
things to a group)
Collaborating spaces (spaces for enabling 
team activities)

Debating or negotiating spaces (spaces for 
facilitating negotiations)

Documenting spaces (spaces for describing 
and informing specifi c activities, objects, 
or other actions)

Implementing/associating spaces (spaces 
for bringing together related things needed 
to accomplish a task or goal)

Practicing spaces (spaces for investigating 
specifi c disciplines)

Sensing spaces (spaces for pervasively 
monitoring a location)

Operating spaces (spaces for controlling 
systems, tools, and complex environments)”

(Long et al. 2005, p. 55)

A part of this study was to fi nd a way to 
categorize diff erent spaces within the 
campuses. Each university occupies a vast 
number of square meters. Th ese square 
meters include the most variable and 
diff erent spaces used in diff erent ways 
and purposes. Th e fi rst approach to get to 
know the spaces was to examine the fl oor 
plans with designated names and areas 
of the spaces. Already this examination 
revealed numerous problems of 
categorizing the spaces. 

Th e target is to calculate how big percent 
of the total room area is occupied by 
each space category. Th e fi rst problem is 
that the names of the rooms printed on 
the fl oor plans are not as obvious as one 
might think. Already here there must be 
some kind of interpretation about how 
the spaces are categorized.

From the beginning it was also clear that 
there is no possibility to ensure that if all 
the spaces are really used according to 
the name of the room. For this matter we 
must rely on the what fl oor plan tell us 
about the spaces. All the available fl oor 
plans are as new and updated as possible, 
but there are still some spaces for sure, 
which have a diff erent use than the fl oor 
plan announces. On the other hand, it 
is not a main target of this research to 
examine the current usage of the spaces, 
it would be the topic of another research.

support diverse pedagogies and diff erent 
activities. Th e typology of new learning 
spaces could be for example the following:
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3.3 Workshops

Th e fi rst workshop was held on 5th of August 2013 in the  
facilities of Tampere School of Architecture. Th e participants of 
the workshop were Olli Niemi (Associate professor and facility 
management executive of research projects of UPoF), Kalle 
Kähkönen (Professor, Civil Engineering), Ilmari Lahdelma 
(Architect and professor of Tampere School of Architecture), 
Jenni Poutanen (Architect and project researcher of TUT) and 
Sanna Keskinen (author).

Two main topics under discussion in the fi rst workshop were: 
’what are the positive qualities of a city that can be applied 
to campuses?’ and ’which are the smart spaces?’.

Multi-functionality, density and diverse spaces were the 
most important characters for urban environment. Th ese 
qualities came to the fore also in discussion about smart 
spaces. Accessibility and orientation were also characters 
that were considered as essential qualities of smart spaces.

In order to defi ne the best characters of a city and the qualities 
of smart spaces in reliable way, more research was needed. 
Second workshop was held in order to expand and confi rm 
the defi nitions.
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which are the 
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alive 24/7

versatile
multi-functionality

�exibility
possible to modify

places where people 
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technology

intuition
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orientation

smart users
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strong identity multi-functionality

accessibility
alive 24/7

density

varying spaces

versatile

market places
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places where people 
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communallandmarks
point of orientation

size

business and services

local cultures

Figure 3.2 Results of the fi rst workshop
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Second workshop was held in 7th of October in the facilities 
of Tampere School of Architecture. Th e participants of the 
second workshop were Juha Luoma (Architect, LSV architects), 
Markus Seppänen (Architect, LSV architects), Olli Niemi 
(Associate professor and facility management executive of 
research projects of UPoF), Kalle Kähkönen (Professor, Civil 
Engineering), Ilmari Lahdelma (Architect and professor of 
Tampere School of Architecture), Jenni Poutanen (Architect 
and project researcher of TUT) and Sanna Keskinen (author). 
Th e goal was to confi rm and produce new information of the 
topics of the fi rst workshop.

In the second workshop the information was gathered by 
writing the qualities of a city and the qualities of smart spaces on 
the post-it notes, and by selecting the most important qualities 
among all the notes. Th e following qualities were considered 
most important for the smart and urban environment:

Multi-functionality
Unexpected spaces
City is a process
Beautiful
Comprehensible entity
Strong character
Square or plaza
Nodes
Co-design
User-driven events
Strong identity
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Th e results were partly similar to these in 
the fi rst workshop. Multi-functionality 
and diverse spaces were considered the 
important characters in both workshops.  
Density and orientation within the 
campuses were also essential characters. 
New positive qualities of a city discovered 
in the second workshop were among 
others a spatial hierarchy, intersections, 
campus as a process and social blending. 

Finally, all the post-it notes were 
organized in three categories according 
to their importance  for the campuses. 
Th e fi rst category provides us the qualities 
that need to be considered when 
designing the campuses of the future. 
Th e participants of the workshop were 
asked to select the core elements of the 
campus within the fi rst category. Th e 
core elements are representing the major 
qualities that enable the other secondary 
qualities in other categories. 

Category 2 consist mainly of adjectives 
that describe what kind of spaces the 
campuses should include. Th e list reveals 
that campuses should have all kinds of 
spaces, so as a conclusion can be said that 
various spaces are important elements.
 
Category 3 includes technical characters, 
such as the quality of indoor air. Th e 
participants of the workshop considered 
these qualities less important, because 

3.4 Evaluation of the results

they are easiest to implement; technical 
needs can be fi xed with technical 
solutions and these elements are 
considered as details. Th e participants 
of the workshop highlighted also the 
fact that these technical issues should be 
taken for granted.

I fi nd that the results of the workshop 
have an interesting contradiction with 
the results of the survey ‘Kuinka kampus 
koukuttaa?’ conducted by University 
Properties of Finland. Th e survey was 
conducted in March 2013 among students 
and staff  of the Finnish universities owned 
by University Properties of Finland. All 
together 8075 persons gave their answers 
to this survey. (UPoF 2013)

Among other things, the survey found 
out the current state and importance of 
the specifi c qualities of work and study 
spaces. Th e qualities that were under 
evaluation were: 

Th e space is functional
Th e space supports interaction
Th e space is comfortable / cosy
Th e space is inspiring
Th e lightning is good
Ergonomics
Availability of power plug-ins
Tidiness of the spaces
Quality of indoor air
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Th e core elements:
Process
Strong identity
Intersections
Density
Tells a story
Spatial hierarchy
Public - private
Outside the control
Square / plaza
Social blending
User-driven events

Category 1 : the most important qualities of 
the campus of the future

Orientation
Unexpected spaces
Beautiful
Multifunctional
Transformable spaces
Transparency
Co-design
Comprehensible entity

Category 2

Peaceful
Diverse
Media-surfaces
Vivid
Intimate
Open - closed
Intuitive
Possibility to transform
Virtual
Informal
Interesting
Accessible
Historical depth
Stands out

Category 3

Quality of indoor air
Light
Sound
Acoustics
Living
Streets
Parks
Diff erent scales
Free-time
Shopping
Diff erent activities
Rules
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The answers of the survey reveal that the 
quality of indoor air was considered the 
most important quality of the work and 
study spaces. However, the participants 
of the workshop considered the quality 
of indoor air least important, because 
it should be taken for granted. Also 
the functionality of the space and the 
availability of the power plug-ins were 
important qualities for the students and 
staff of the universities. 

According to the survey the current 
spaces are not very inspiring, but on the 
other hand the answerers considered 
the inspiring spaces the least important 
quality of the space. However, the 
participants of the first workshop 
considered inspiration as one of the 
important qualities of smart spaces.

As a conclusion, the actual users of the 
spaces consider the technical qualities the 
most important character of the spaces. 
However, the designers and experts of 
space management consider the same 
qualities as least important characters. 
Does this mean that the wishes of the 
customers do not meet the visions of the 
designers?

I find that the quality of indoor air is a 
basic element of a space and this basic 
element needs to be in order, before the 
users can appreciate the higher standards 
of the space. (Maslow 1943) For users 
the small details of the building can be 
the most significant qualities and those 
details will affect their lives on a daily 
basis. On the other hand a designer 
observes a building or area as an entity, 
hence he care more about the bigger 
issues.

3.4.1 Campus as a process

According to the participants of the 
workshop, campuses should be seen as 
constantly evolving processes, where 
functions and spaces are changing. The 
initiation for transform of the spaces 
should begin not only from top-down 
but also from bottom-up. 

Through co-design processes 
designers and customers could meet 
and design together the campuses of 
the future. The culture of the campus 
should allow different kinds of user-
driven events and space modifications. 
These kind of activities could support 
social blending and interdisciplinary 
encounters in campuses. User-driven 
activities could also support the identity 
of the campus, which was also considered 
one of the most important characters of 
campuses.

Strong identity enhances the 
attractivity of a campus according 
to the participants of the second 
workshop. Identity is also an important 
factor creating atmosphere of the 
campus. Through the unique identity of a 
place can be found different possibilities 
to develop spaces. One of the main 
problems was, how the identity of a place 
can be comprehended in the space? The 
identity of a campus should be present 

3.4.2 Identity
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3.4.3 Spatial hierarchy

Spatial hierarchy were considered 
an essential character of a campus. 
Spatial hierarchy consist of sub-qualities, 
such as intersections, orientation and 
accessibility.

Spatial hierarchy can be considered in 
several scales: local scale, building scale 
and space cluster scale. A well designed 
spatial hierarchy could also enhance the 
identity of the campus by telling a story 
of the place.

process
social blending

intersections
density

identity
spatial 
hierarchy

multifunctionality

accessibility
intuition

strong 
character

user-driven 
modi�cationsco-design

orientation

transformable spaces tells a story

freedom to 
modify spaces

Figure 3.9 Summary of the qualities defined in second workshop

in every activity and every space within 
the campus. What kind of architectural 
means could be used in order to impart 
the identity of a campus?

Also Richard Florida (2002, p. 229) brings 
up the observation that many ‘creative 
class’ people settle down in places which 
reflect and sustain their own identities. 
Creative people are willing to involve and 
develop their communities, hence they 
gravitate to the places that allow them to 
do that. (Florida 2002) In other words, by 
allowing the users, i.e. students and staff, 
modify the spaces within the campuses, 
the identity of the campus will strengthen 
and evolve.
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3.5 Summary of the qualities

As a conclusion of the literature review and workshops I have 
selected following qualities for closer examination:

Identity
Spatial hierarchy

Density
Multi-functionality

Variety and mixed primary uses
User-driven modi� cations

Th e selection of these qualities is based on the literature 
sources presented in chapters 2 and 3 and the conclusion 
of the workshops. I consider these qualities important 
for the campuses of the future. Of course there are many 
more qualities that could be selected for observation of the 
campuses. For further studies I recommend broader diversity 
of qualities. Future studies should also concern aspects, such 
as occupancy rate and usage rate of spaces.

I will observe the current spatial structure of the University of 
Oulu and the Tampere University of Technology through these 
qualities and present ideas how the qualities could be used to 
enhance the current spaces. Th e illustrations of development 
of the spaces will be presented in chapter 5.
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So far we have discussed about campuses as cities and 
the factors that create attractive and interesting urban 
environment. Through the literature sources and workshops 
we have processed the qualities of a city and the qualities of 
smart spaces. These qualities will be applied to campuses in 
order to create illustrations how the spaces could be developed. 

In this chapter I will present the existing spatial structure 
of the case study campuses: University of Oulu and Tampere 
University of Technology. Next sections will also enlighten the 
reasons why these two universities have selected as case studies. 
The selected campuses represent similar campus typologies, 
but there are also differences. The spatial structure of the 
campuses is presented through conceptual pictures as well 
as via photographs in the next sections. Section 4.11 presents 
the outcome of the spatial analysis and conclusions about the 
current spaces of the universities.

City map material for overall analysis of the campuses is 
provided by Building permit office of the cities Tampere and 
Oulu. All aerial photos are from freely accessible sources, such 
as Bing maps and Google maps and photos on-location are 
taken by the author. The information about spaces within the 
university was collected through the examination of the floor 
plans and sections. The floor plans and sections were provided 
by University properties of Finland and all the plans had been 
updated between the years 2006-2012.
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According to campus typologies introduced by den Heijer 
(2011), three different type of campuses can be found. Den 
Heijer has studied campuses in Netherlands and in middle 
Europe, hence the campus typologies does not necessary 
represent the Finnish campuses comprehensively. In addition, 
den Heijer refers also universities in a city centre as campuses, 
even though the word ‘campus’ indicates a premises of the 
university outside the city.

Greenfield campus refers to a university that is located at the 
edge of a city and interaction with the city centre is scarce. 
Greenfield campus represents a campus according to its 
original definition. These type on campuses in Finland are 
often built between 1950 and 1990. For example University of 
Oulu and Tampere University of Technology can be identified 
as greenfield campuses.

Gated campus is located closer to the city centre, but it forms 
its own entity within the city. According to den Heijer (2011) 
gated campus can be both isolated from city population 
and open for collaboration. In Finland many universities 
locate within the city but form their own entities.  However, 
none of the Finnish universities is gated: the premises of the 
universities are always freely accessible to anyone.

Univer-city refers to a university that is integrated with the city. 
The premises and functions of the university are diffused and 
spread all around the city. In Finland e.g. University of Turku 
and University of Helsinki are rather integrated. However 
they still form their own entities even though the borders can 
be blended with the city.

4.1 Campus typologies

Campus:

The grounds and buildings of 
a university or college.

North American: the grounds 
of a school, hospital, or other 
institution.

Origin:
Late 18th century (originally 
US): from Latin campus ‘field’

(Oxford Dictionaries 2013)
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CITY
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Green�eld campus
outside the city

Gated campus
within the city

Univer-city
integrated with the city

Figure 4.1 Campus typologies by den Heijer 2011
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Universities selected as case studies are 
University of Oulu and Tampere University of 
Technology. The premises of both universities are owned 
by the University Properties of Finland Ltd (UPoF).

Only Finnish universities were selected as case studies. 
International examples would have been interesting to include 
as a part of the research, but he availability of data and the time 
frame set its limitations. In further studies, I recommend that 
also international examples are included in order to receive 
broader perspective to the comparison.

The University of Oulu and the Tampere University of 
Technology are examples of the campus as its original 
definition. Both campuses form their own isolated entities 
and they are established at the edge of a city in 1970’s. The 
suburban area around the campuses manifests the ideology of 
functionalism and modern urban planning.

By choosing campuses from the same typology it is possible 
to compare and study campuses in detail and get a deeper 
understanding about the spatial structure. In addition, the 
differences between campuses are then easier to point out. 
It is possible to develop similar concepts to improve the 
spaces and adapt the concepts to both campuses. In order to 
test new learning space typologies and generate pilot project, 
universities could be in collaboration.

4.2 Case studies

UPoF:

University properties of 
Finland Ltd. is owned by 
the Universities outside the 
greater Helsinki area 2/3 and 
The Finnish State 1/3. UPoF is 
founded in 2009.

UPoF constructs, maintains, 
develops and leases premises 
for the purposes of Universities 
and Polytechnics in Finland, 
outside the greater Helsinki 
area.

(Source: http://www.sykoy.fi/
en/home/)
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I have identified seven major categories within universities: 
characteristic features, streets and plazas, workplaces, 
social meeting places, studying environment, services and 
culture and housing. The major space categories are based on 
the adaptation of the Smart City concept. The categories are 
examined in a light of urban and smart qualities.

Even though we have discovered that the categorization of 
spaces according to their function may be old fashioned way 
to perceive the spatial structure, it is necessary. The easiest 
and fastest way to perceive the existing spatial structure 
is to examine the floor plans and sections of the buildings 
and the name of the room in a floor plan represents always 
a space category. The current spatial structure needs to be 
examined and analysed in order to find a new strategies for 
the development of the spaces.

The campuses are examined in different scales in order to 
create a comprehensible picture about the spatial structure. 
The local scale considers the campus and its surrounding. In 
order to  limit the area of examination, I have defined the core 
area of the campus. Central buildings of the campus considers 
the spaces inside the core area of the campus and the cluster 
scale describes a typical space clusters of each space type.
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Aerial photo 4.2 In Tampere there are two universities: Tampere University of Technology (TUT) 
and Tampere University (UTA) in the city centre. Tampere University of Technology has been 
established in 1965 as a subsidiary of Helsinki University of Technology. In 1972 TUT gained 
independence. The first building of the campus (Konetalo) was built in 1974 in Hervanta. All the 
university buildings in campus area have been built in between years 1974-2001. (www.tut.fi/en/
about-tut) 

TUT

UTA

UTA
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Aerial photo 4.3 Green colour indicates city centre, orange colour indicates the university. University 
of Oulu was established in 1959 and in year 1970 the main campus was decided to locate in the 
suburban area of Linnanmaa. Linnanmaa campus has been built in several phases between years 
1971 and 2001.

LINNANMAA
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4.3 How to defi ne the campus area?
Tampere University of Technology is located in the middle of 
quite dense suburban structure. However, the central building 
of the campus are still isolated from other structure by the 
roads  or green areas. 

Services of Hervanta centre are only few steps away from the 
campus, but the student housing near the campus is scarce 
when comparing to University of Oulu: there are only a few 
students apartments on the north side of the TUT. New 
Campus Arena building is under construction and it will be 
completed in summer 2015. Campus Arena will be located in 
the centre of the current building of the university and aft er 
completion the urban structure will be even more dense.

Hermia Science Park

Hervanta centre and services

Student housing

Police College of Finland

Technical Research Centre of 
Finland (VTT)

Campus 
Arena

Tampere University of Technology
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Th e central buildings of the University of Oulu itself form a 
quite dense entity. However, the granulation of the suburban 
area is clearly more open in  comparison to Hervanta. Th e 
central buildings of the University of Oulu are isolated from 
the other buildings with wide green areas and parking lots. 

Th e nearest buildings are student apartments on the east side 
of the area. Also on the west side there are a large area of 
student housing, called ‘Technology Village’. Services, such as 
grocery stores, are further away from the central buildings of 
the campus, but located near the housing.

Technical Research Centre of 
Finland (VTT)

Student housing

Teacher Training School of 
University of Oulu

Services

Services

Services
Student housing

University of Oulu 
Linnanmaa campus

Botanical garden and 
museum
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The core area of the campus is defined in order to describe 
where the key functions of the university take place. Core 
area is defined in two methods: the survey in the campus area 
and examination of a map of the area.

All together 11 people gave their answers to the survey in 
the University of Oulu. Answerers were students in different 
backgrounds and campus manager of the University of Oulu. 
The question of a survey was: how do you define the campus 
of University of Oulu?

Five people out of eleven defined campus only in the area of 
actual university buildings and three of them comprehended 
campus alone buildings connected to each other. One of the 
answerers considered the parking lot as an important part of 
the campus (red line in the picture). Four people included the 
students apartments on the east side as a part of the campus, 
but only two combined botanical garden and botanical 
museum to the campus.

Altogether the campus area is not very dense and the buildings 
are rather far away from each other. This might be the reason 
why the students do not include for example botanical garden 
and museum as a part of the campus. The identity of the 
campus could also improve, if the buildings in the core area 
of campus form more unified entity. Furthermore the borders 
of the campus would be easier to describe.

4.3.1 Core area of the University of Oulu

Core area of campus:

The area that includes the core 
functions of the university 
as well as other buildings or 
areas that are essential part 
of the everyday life of students 
and  staff of the university.
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Figure 4.4 Different possibilities for the core area of the University of Oulu.
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Th e core area of campus can be defi ned 
several ways. Th e survey in the campus 
area gave a rough idea how the students 
and staff  of the university comprehend 
the matter.

Figure 4.5 presents other possible ways to 
interpreted the core area of campus. Th e 
functional centre of a campus seems to 
be in the middle (green circle), where 
the biggest lecture halls and restaurants 
are located. One possible method to 
defi ne the core area of the campus could 
be measure the same distance from the 
centre to all directions (green dash line).

On the other hand, the physical edges of 
the campus seems to be the roads that 
are circling around the central buildings. 
Th en again the student apartments on the 
east side are very essential part of the area 
and some of answerers defi ned them also 
as a part of the campus.

However, the main administration 
building is situated on the south end 
of the university (purple line). Main 
building can been seen as administrative 
centre of campus. Educational facilities, 
e.g. central buildings of the university, 
botanical garden and museum and 
Teacher Training School, are owned by 
UPoF. Th ese buildings form the campus 
in a perspective of facility management.

Interesting observation is that most of 
the students did not consider the other 

educational facilities (botanical garden 
and museum and Teacher Training 
School) as a part of the campus, but from 
the perspective of UPoF, these facilities 
are defi nitely part of the campus. Th e 
distance between other educational 
facilities and central university buildings 
is signifi cant. Students may feel that 
these other facilities are not part of the 
campus, if they do not use them. Further 
questionnaires in the campus area would 
give a broader perspective, especially if 
the answers could be received from all 
faculties.

Th e core area of the campus is defi ned as 
a combination of diff erent possibilities 
presented before (orange dash-line 
in the picture). Core area includes all 
the educational facilities, i.e. central 
buildings, botanical garden and museum 
and Teacher Training School of University 
of Oulu. Th ese facilities are owned and 
managed by UPoF. Besides that, core 
area includes building of FSHS as well 
as student apartments in the immediate 
proximity of the central buildings of the 
university. Student apartments on the 
east side are not included in the core area 
of campus, because most of the answers 
of the survey didn’t consider them as 
campus area. Based on the survey, it seems 
that the physical borders, i.e. roads, are 
strong elements that limit the campus on 
the west, south and east. Hence, the core 
area of the campus border to the roads.
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Physical borders

Facilities owned by UPoF

Educational facilities

Distance from the centre

Main 
administration 

building

Close connection to the 
student apartments

Buildings with 

indoor co
nnecti

on

Figure 4.5 Possible way to interpret the core area of campus.

CORE AREA
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Mikontalo

Teekkarisauna

Figure 4.6 Diff erent possibilities for the core area of the TUT.
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Core area of campus:

Th e area that includes the core 
functions of the university 
as well as other buildings or 
areas that are essential part 
of the everyday life of students 
and  staff  of the university.

Campus of Tampere University of Technology (TUT) forms a 
compact entity. Most of the answerers of the survey considered 
only the central buildings as a core area of the campus. Th e 
student apartments were left  outside the borders as well as 
buildings of Hermia in the south. Altogether people had more 
unifi ed opinion about the borders of the campus of TUT than 
people in the University of Oulu.

Teekkarisauna in the north side of the central building was 
mentioned as an important part of campus. However, at 
the end only two students considered it as an actual part of 
campus. Also Mikontalo, the large student housing complex 
in Hervanta, was mentioned as an important part of student 
life, but it is located too far to be as a part of campus.

One of the answerers pointed out that the size and the borders 
of the campus can vary. For example during the big annual 
sport event, the World Championships of Academic Kyykkä, 
the campus area expands beyond its borders temporary when 
the sport fi elds take over all the parking spaces nearby.

4.3.2 Core area of the Tampere University of Technology
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Facilit
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Figure 4.7 Possible way to interpret the core area of campus.

CORE AREA
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For most students the central buildings 
form the core are of the campus.  However, 
besides the central buildings, UPoF owns 
also the research facilities in the east side 
of the area and for some students the 
research facilities were also as a part of 
campus. Roads are the physical borders 
of the campus and based on the survey, 
especially the roads in the south and west 
sides of the campus are strong elements 
that border the core area of campus.

None of the buildings stands out as a 
central building of the campus, since 
the buildings form a U-shape figure. In 
the bottom of the U-shape is the Main 
building which is the administrative 
centre of campus. However, it is not 
a centre of activity, since most of the 
students and staff does not spent time 
there. Blue circles in the picture indicate 
the several centres of activity. In these 
points locate often either cafeteria or 
guild rooms, hence they stand out as a 
points of activity. 

The centre of the campus could be in 
the middle of the buildings (green circle) 
and one way to determine the borders of 
campus is to measure the same distance 
from the middle (green dash line). 
Depending on the size of the circle, a 

part of the student apartments and a few 
buildings of Hermia belong to the core of 
the campus.

Student apartments are really close to the 
central building of the campus, but they 
are separated by a parking lot and green 
area. Hence, they do not feel as a part 
of the campus. One of the answerers in 
the survey pointed out that the students 
apartments are not owned by the UPoF 
and for that reason they are not part of 
the campus.

Core area is formed as a combination of 
different possibilities (orange dash-line 
in the picture). Core area of the campus 
includes all the buildings owned by UPoF. 
In south and west the borders of the core 
area are the physical borders, e.g. roads 
and green areas. The student apartments 
in north are left out, because most of the 
students did not consider them as a part 
of campus. 

The core area is similar than in the 
University of Oulu: central buildings and 
a few other facilities which are further 
away. These other facilities are not 
present in everyday life of all students, 
but anyway they are important parts of 
the campus.
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Th e central buildings of University of Oulu form a unifi ed 
network. In between of the network there are small inner 
yards that bring daylight to the spaces. Th e functional and 
architectural heart of the campus is in the centre of the central 
buildings. Th e heart of the campus is the place where people 
from diff erent faculties gather together. Th e biggest lecture 
halls and restaurants are located there and the place stands 
out with diff erent architectural fi gure.

Th e central buildings of the University of Oulu can be seen as 
a typical ‘mat-building’. Th e term and the building type was 
fi rst defi ned Alison Smithson in her article ‘How to Recognise 
and Read Mat-Building. Mainstream Architecture as it has 
Developed Towards the Mat-Building’ in Architectural 
Design of September 1974. Th e characteristic features of a 
mat-building are – among other things – modularity, a lack on 
hierarchy and various functions. In addition, one objective of 
a mat-building is a dialogue with the urban structure around 
it. Free University of Berlin is one example of the mat-building 
type. (Calabuig et al. 2013)

Th e heart of the campus forms a point of orientation within 
rather complicated spatial structure of the University of Oulu. 
Th e heart of the campus could be considered as well a central 
intersection point, where the students from diff erent faculties 
could meet each other. However, the University of Oulu could 
benefi t a designed intersection points, which could organise 
the confusing spatial structure. Intersections could work 
either as landmarks or plazas of the university.

Th e core of the campus includes zoological and botanical 
museum as well as botanical garden. Th ese functions 
create more variety in rather biased functions of university. 
Museums are open or public as well, hence they increase the 
variety of users in the campus area. University of Oulu could 
diversify its primary uses for example by increasing cultural 
activities in the core area of campus.

4.4 Characteristic features

Centre of activity

Administrative centre
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Between the buildings there are small inner yards that bring light to the spaces. However, the inner 
yards are more visual elements, since there is no activity in the yards.
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Zoological museum in one of the characteristic features of University of Oulu. Museum 
supports the teaching and research of the Department of Biology and it is open for public 
on weekdays. Th e museum is located on the ground fl oor of the northern part of the central 
buildings. During the campus visit (8th of November) museum was open, but it was quiet and 
there were only a few visitors.

University of Oulu 
Linnanmaa campus
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Centre of activity

Administrative centre
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Th e central buildings of the TUT form a clear and compact 
entity. All the buildings have their own character and they 
stand out as individual entities, which are connected with a 
corridor tubes. Each building can be seen as a diff erent part of 
a city with its own atmosphere and users.

Nature and outdoor environment is more important part 
of the campus of TUT than the campus of the University of 
Oulu. Even though the corridor tubes connect the buildings, 
there is also a lot of outdoor routes from a building to another, 
especially in summer. In addition, there are small inner yards 
between the buildings. Even though they are mostly only 
visual elements, there are also activity in the yards. Mainly the 
outdoor activity takes place in the central lawn of the campus 
around the year.

Th ere are several hearts of the campus and none of them 
stands out as central point of activity. In the future, the heart 
of the campus may locate in the new Campus Arena Building. 
Campus Arena building will be located in the centre of the 
buildings (black dotted line in the picture).

On of the characteristic features of the area of TUT is the 
Hermia Science Park. Hermia Science Park consist of 
several companies and internationally recognized research 
organizations. Hermia off ers also offi  ce space for small 
technology start-ups as well as larger companies. TUT engages 
in close cooperation with Hermia Science Park and many 
students of the university have opportunity to build contacts 
with the companies of Hermia. (www.tut.fi /en/admissions/
studying-at-tut)

Tamppi Arena is the sport centre of TUT. Th e central location 
and wide range of sport activities makes Tamppi Arena popular 
among students and staff  of TUT. One possibility for TUT to 
enhance its identity could be increasing the amount of nature, 
outdoor environment and sport activities in its premises.
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4.5 Streets and plazas

Local
Th e main entrance to the core area of Tampere University 
of Technology is from the main road on the west side. Th e 
central lawn of the campus is visible to the main route and 
it can be considered as an important part of townscape of 
Hervanta. Th e central lawn of TUT and Tietotalo building 
are one of the fi rst scenes for the visitors driving from south 
through Hervanta. Public transportation is the easiest way to 
reach the campus of TUT and avoid the traffi  c jams in rush-
hour.

Quality and access of public transportation are important 
factors for smart cities. Th e public transportation from 
Hervanta to city centre is already quite good, but a tram route 
could increase a sustainability of the public transport as well 
as improve connections.

Tampere University 
of Technology
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Th e accessibility of the campus area of the University of Oulu 
is adequate from all directions, especially with a car or bus. 
Highway junction near the campus allows student and staff  a 
quick access to the university with own car. In addition, there 
are several traffi  c entrances to the core area of the campus and 
large parking lots near the central buildings. 

However, sustainability can be considered as an important 
factor for the smart environment. Even though there are 
several bus lines running to the campus, many people use their 
own cars. By improving the public transportation and bicycle 
routes, the campus could develop smarter environment.

University of Oulu 
Linnanmaa campus
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Tampere University 
of Technology Central buildings

In TUT the main corridor forms a U-shaped fi gure and the 
secondary corridors are on the outside of the U-shape. A 
central square is formed inside the U-shape. A new Campus 
Arena building will break this corridor formation. A dash line 
in the picture indicates the position of the new building.

U-shape main corridor does not provide many alternative 
routes from a place to another. Various routes can be 
considered as a good thing, since they increase the usage of 
secondary streets as well. Along to the Campus Arena the 
amount of various routes may increase.

Corridors and rooms are strictly separated from each other 
and only in a few cases the room is opened to the corridor. Th e 
border between public and private space is quite radical and 
there are only few semi-public or semi-private spaces.
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Central buildings of the University of Oulu can be entered 
in all directions, and it is diffi  cult to distinguish the main 
entrance. Th e orientation within the buildings is inadequate; 
the appearance and width of the corridors are more or less the 
same. Oft en only users distinguish the main corridor from the 
secondary corridors; the main corridor has more users than 
secondary corridors. 

However, a lack of orientation is one of the characteristic 
features of a mat-building. According to Calabuig (2013) lack 
of orientation “ [...] encourages the free-fl owing exchange of 
knowledge [...]” as well as “[...] fosters informal pedagogy 
based on the spontaneous encounters between students, 
teachers and researchers in the wide corridors.” In other 
words, the lack of orientation can also be seen as a possibility, 
not only a fl aw or failed design.

University of Oulu 
Linnanmaa campus
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On the left  the main corridor is fully occupied and on the right 
the usage of the secondary corridor is scarce. However, the both 
corridors look alike and the orienteering within the central 
buildings is not always so easy. Th e corridors could tell a story 
about the functions along the corridor. Th is could enhance 
exceedingly the orientation within the central buildings.

University of Oulu 
Linnanmaa campus
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Above: Street of the University of Oulu

CC: William Murphy, Narrow West Street Drogheda
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Space cluster
Corridors of universities could be interpreted as a streets of 
a city. Th e main corridor is as wide as a sidewalk and it runs 
through the whole core area of campus. All the main lecture 
halls, restaurants and important administration facilities are 
along the main corridor, hence it could be compared to a main 
street of a city.

However, there are many kinds of streets in the city and not 
all of them are charming. Also in the streets of the University 
of Oulu one can sense various atmospheres: some streets are 
open, lively and full of people, some are dark and empty. On 
the contrary to TUT, the facilities of the University of Oulu are 
not open 24 hours per day.

CC: Joe Mabels 2007, Oly Alley

University of Oulu 
Linnanmaa campus
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Th e main street of Tietotalo in TUT is empty during an exam week. On the left  side 
of the corridor behind the doors there are group work spaces.

Space cluster
Streets of the campus are important spaces for encounters and 
social life. Main street is occupied mainly during daytime, 
when people rush to the lectures and seminars. During the 
lunchtime the queue from the restaurant extends oft en to the 
street and causes a jam. In the aft ernoon students are sitting 
on the sofas by the streets doing group works or chatting. 
Aft er the workday is over, streets are almost empty. Facilities 
of the TUT are open 24 hours per day, but in the evenings 
the activity is concentrated in a guild and club rooms, special 
study spaces and occasionally in the restaurants.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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The street can be used for different happenings, e.g. career fair for students and 
companies.
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Th e biggest lecture hall of the TUT is located in Festia. Th e 
double height space and the dark materials create a solemn 
atmosphere in the lobby of Festia. Th e great lecture hall and the 
lobby of Festia is used oft en for formal representation events and 
other big happenings. Th e lobby is not very popular place for 
students to hang out, except before lecture begins. Th e solemn 
atmosphere does not encourage to spent time in the lobby.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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The atmosphere in the lobby of Festia is similar to the atmosphere 
in the old church.
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Local
Research, entrepreneurship and innovative spirit are important 
factors for smart cities. According to Florida (2002), creative 
class accelerate the economic growth of the area, and therefore  
create even more companies and businesses. Hence, work and 
research facilities near the campus as well as in the core of the 
campus are important factors.

Near the campus of TUT is located signifi cant amount of 
research facilities and workplaces: on the north side there is 
the Technical Research Centre of Finland (Valtion Teknillinen 
Tutkimuskeskus, VTT) and on the south is located Hermia 
Science Park. Especially Hermia Science Park provides 
excellent connections to companies and businesses.

4.6 Workplaces
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Th e core area of the University of Oulu includes botanical 
garden and museum on the north side of the central buildings. 
Also Teacher Training School can be seen as workplace, as well 
as studying environment. In addition, near the Linnanmaa 
campus is located the Technical Research Centre of Finland 
(VTT). However, in comparison to the campus of TUT, the 
amount of work and research facilities is smaller.
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Support facilities, e.g. storage

O�ces

Laboratories

Co�ee room

Meeting room

Open-plan o�ce

Seminar room

Lecture hall

Group work space

Special study space

Library

Housing

Corridor or road

Restaurant / cafe / 
other service

Hermia Science Park

Sport facilties

Central buildings
Laboratories and single-occupied offi  ce rooms are the biggest 
space categories within universities, excepting corridors. 
However, on the contrary to corridors, laboratories and offi  ces 
are private spaces which form rather isolated units. In addition, 
the connections to the main corridor are scarce. Semi-public 
or semi-private laboratories or offi  ces could enrich the spatial 
structure, and provide more information about the on going 
research projects to the public.

Offi  ces form clusters, and oft en one offi  ce cluster is occupied 
by a staff  of a one faculty. Th is situation does not necessary 
off er possibilities for interdisciplinary encounters. More 
mixed spatial structure could off er public or semi-public 
places for people from diff erent faculties and enhance the 
sense of community of the whole university.

Space cluster
Typical offi  ce or laboratory cluster includes coff ee and meeting 
room and in some cases also a seminar room. Most of the 

Th e 5th fl oor of 
the Main building. 
Most of the offi  ces 
are single-occupied 
rooms along the 
long corridor.

Big laboratory clusters are located  under 
ground fl oor of Konetalo building.
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offi  ces are situated in the 2nd to 4th fl oors. Bigger laboratories 
are located on the ground fl oor, but smaller units are situated 
in the upper fl oors.

Th e employees are isolated in their own private offi  ces. Hence, 
the corridors that runs in the middle of the offi  ce rooms 
can be important place for social meeting. Th e corridor is a 
semi-public area and it naturally forms a place for random 
encounters with co-workers, like streets of a city. However, in 
many cases these “streets” are not very attractive environment, 
and therefore not very popular places for a long chat. By 
transforming the streets more cosy places for meetings may 
enhance the sense of community within the faculty.

From student’s perspective, the workspaces of university are 
hidden. Th e long corridors and closed doors do not indicate 
who is behind the door and what is he or she doing there. Th e 
corridor feels like a private space of people who are behind 
the doors and walking along a strange corridor creates a 
feeling of trespassing.

Laboratory 
cluster in 
the 2nd 
fl oor

Offi  ce cluster 
in the 2nd 
fl oor
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2nd fl oor of Tietotalo building 
(completed 2001).

2nd fl oor of Sähkötalo building 
(completed 1978).

3rd fl oor of Festia (completed 1995).

Long corridors with the rooms on both sides obviously allow 
maximum natural light for the rooms, as well as views outside. 
However, this kind of organization of space produces rather 
anonymous and fl avourless spatial structure. More various 
spaces and diff erent solutions could enhance the identity of 
a campus as well.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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Offi  ces and laboratories along the corridor in the 2nd fl oor of the University of Oulu.

University of Oulu
Linnanmaa campus
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Renovated facilities in Rakennustalo (completed 2013). Th e border between the corridor and room is 
not so clear and most of the offi  ces are open-plan offi  ces.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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2nd floor of Sähkötalo building. Along the main corridor are located new renovated laboratory facilties. 
Glass wall opens a view from the corridor to the laboratory. The visual connection to the laboratory 
generates interest to research.
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Local
Th is section focuses on designed social meeting places in 
campus context, such as meeting and coff ee rooms, libraries 
and guild and club rooms. On a local scale social meeting 
places can be seen anywhere - in a shopping centre, on a 
sidewalk, within lobbies. 

One important meeting places in the campus of TUT is the 
central lawn: during summer the central lawn is popular 
place to hangout and meet friends and during winter diff erent 
activities are arranged on the lawn. Central lawn can be seen 
as important intersection even in local scale; also other people 
than students spend time on the lawn especially in summer 
time.

4.7 Social meeting places

Central lawn

Library
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Central buildings
In many cases coff ee and meeting rooms are multifunctional 
spaces which are used by the employees of one faculty. Coff ee 
rooms are social and informal meeting places, but they could 
also be intersection points, where students and staff  could meet 
each other. Library spaces are also in transition from being 
mere silent reading halls in interactive and multifunctional 
media clusters. However, according to Edwards (2000, p. 78) 
library retains its character as central learning environment. 
Th e central location of the libraries of the University of Oulu 
gives them good opportunity to develop as novel learning 
centres and social meeting places.

Library

Library
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The guild room of students of mechanical engineering was under ground and the entrance to the 
guild room was behind the maintenance corridor. The facilities of students are like hidden places 
which only a few people know about. Similar places in the city can be the spaces under bridges 
or abandoned buildings. The control does not reach in these places and the users of the space can 
modify the place as they wish.
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Space cluster
Guild and club rooms are located sort of hidden places. In the 
University of Oulu, the students of the Faculty of Technology 
have their guild rooms under ground level in the basement, 
when the students of the Faculty of Humanities have their 
guild rooms upper fl oors. Th is information is based on the 
chat with a students of mechanical engineering during the 
campus visit on 8th November. However, none of the guild 
or club rooms were visible to the public corridor and it was 
diffi  cult to fi nd any spaces for students.

For students the privacy of the guild rooms is a good thing 
and mostly the students want to be on their own. Hidden 
guild rooms give also more possibilities for user-driven 
modifi cations, since the spaces are not visible for public. In 
the University of Oulu the guild rooms are closed during the 
night, like the whole university. On the contrary in the Tampere 
University of Technology the facilities of the university are 
accessible with the student card 24 hours per day, and also 
guild and club rooms are active around the clock.

University of Oulu
Linnanmaa campus
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Th e informal meeting place at the corridor. Th is place is near the Department of Geosciences 
and the mineral and gemstone exhibition creates beautiful atmosphere in the corridor.

University of Oulu
Linnanmaa campus
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The Science and Technology Library Tellus is popular place for studying: almost all the private 
desks were occupied during the campus visit and the group work spaces had many reservations.
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Support facilities, e.g. storage

O�ces

Laboratories

Co�ee room

Meeting room

Open-plan o�ce

Seminar room

Lecture hall

Group work space

Special study space

Library

Housing

Corridor or road

Restaurant / cafe / 
other service

Hermia Science Park

Sport facilties
Space cluster
Coff ee rooms are oft en double height open spaces that invite 
people gather together. At daytime coff ee rooms are occupied 
during coff ee or lunch breaks by the staff  of the university. 
Double height space creates pleasant atmosphere and increases 
a level of interaction when people from diff erent fl oors can 
meet each other easily. In addition, double height spaces are 
not that common in the central buildings of campus. Hence, 
the double height space can be seen as point of orientation  in 
a space cluster scale.

Double height coff ee room in ground fl oor of Tietotalo Section A

A

Tampere University of 
Technology
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On the right: Double 
height coffee room in 
Festia

Coffee rooms in Tietotalo are open to the corridor and a part of the space is also double height.
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Th e main library is located in the main administration 
building at centre of the campus. In addition near faculties are 
located smaller faculty libraries. Small amount of study places 
and offi  ces are located near the main library. Student union 
facilities are located next to the library at least until the new 
Campus Arena building is fi nished. In this study I have not 
analysed the new Campus Arena building, because the object 
is to evaluate the existing spaces.

Th e library will be located in the new building and its situation 
within the campus will be even more centralized. Th e use of 
the old facilities of the library is yet to be decided. So far there 
are no plans published which functions will take over the old 
spaces of the library aft er the new building is fi nished. Th e 
old facilities of the library could be transformed into main 
intersection of the campus due to its central location. In 
addition, aft er completion the new Campus Arena building, 
the focal point of the campus will be between the Main 
building and the  Campus Arena.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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Library of TUT is located on the ground floor of the main building. 
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4.8Teaching, studying and learning 
environments

Local
Learning takes place anywhere, not only inside the designated 
classrooms. Hence, the whole campus and also areas around 
it should be seen as potential learning spaces (Dugdale 2009).
However, this sections focuses on designated teaching, 
studying and learning spaces, such as lecture halls, seminar 
rooms, group work spaces and special study spaces. At the 
local scale all these space categories are situated inside the 
core area of university.

Central buildings
Major lecture halls are located in the central areas of the  
both campuses and they oft en form groups. Other teaching, 
learning and study spaces include seminar rooms, group work 
spaces and special study places. Seminar rooms and group 
work spaces are spread around the campus and the spaces are 
oft en faculty related. 
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I have defi ned special study spaces as spaces with faculty 
related special features. For example, in the University of 
Oulu the students of Faculty of Education need special study 
spaces for arts and music. Art class or music studio is clearly 
a learning and teaching environment, but can not be defi ned 
as lecture hall or seminar room, since it has its own special 
function. On the other hand, not all faculties need for special 
study places: e.g. students of the Faculty of Computer Science 
and Engineering has demand only on IT-rooms which are 
basic space type for all students. Hence, need for special study 
spaces varies a lot depending on the faculty.
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Space cluster
In many cases other study spaces are located near the research 
facilities, especially laboratories. Seminar rooms are oft en 
used for teacher led studying and scheduled seminars. In 
some cases students can use seminar rooms for group works 
and other individual studying, if the room is available. 

Special study spaces are used more informal way. For example 
architecture students has a lot of special study spaces, since 
they need space for drawing, building scale models and doing 
art works. At the end of the campus visit in Oulu, we took 
a quick tour around the Faculty of Architecture in the city 
centre of Oulu. Th e time of the visit was Friday aft ernoon 
around 5pm (8th of November) and there were many students 
still working in their special study spaces. At the same time 
lecture halls and seminar rooms at the Linnanmaa campus 
were empty and most of the people have left  home.

Lecture as a teaching method is eff ective way to share 
knowledge to large amount of people, but it is not necessary 
the best way to get students learn (Long et al. 2005). However, 
the lecture halls are one of the biggest space categories within 
universities and they are diffi  cult to use any other teaching 
methods except lectures. Hence, it should be reconsidered, 
how the multi-functionality of the lecture halls could be 
improved.

University of Oulu
Linnanmaa campus
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Above: one of the biggest lecture halls in Linnanmaa campus at Friday 
afternoon around 2 pm.

Maybe in the future all the lectures are online and the lecture halls 
can be transformed into real theatres.

CC: Andreas Praefcke 2007, McCarter Theatre, Princeton, New Jersey
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Above: Special study place of Faculty of Education in Linnanmaa campus. The atmosphere in 
the study space was similar to the lively street or a market place, where people chat and spent 
time with each other.

Dominic Alves, Trafalgar Street
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Th e Department of Architecture is a part of University of Oulu, but the facilities are located in the 
centre of the city. Some of the workspaces of students of architecture are visible to the public street. 
Th is kind of transparency brings academic life closer to the non-academic people and enhances the 
brand of the University of Oulu.

Special study spaces:

Spaces with faculty related 
spacial features, such as 
special equipments or special 
function.

University of Oulu
Linnanmaa campus
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Above: Th e main street of TUT and a new informal (group work) study places in 
Konetalo. Photo is taken during an exam week - corridor is almost empty, but the 
study places are occupied.

Below: Special study space in Tampere School of Architecture

Special study spaces:

Spaces with faculty related 
spacial features, such as 
special equipments or special 
function.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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The 2nd floor of Sähkötalo building. The lobbies can be compared to the plazas of 
a city. Events and happenings are arranged in the lobbies and the sofas are popular 
place to hangout and wait for a lecture begins. However, this lobby is an example of 
under-used space in front of the lecture halls. The major part of the lobby is often 
empty and there would be much more space for extra sofas or other furnitures that 
could enhance the usage of the space and provide possible study places for students. 

Below the picture of the POP-UP spaces set up by the students of architecture in fall 
2012. POP-UP spaces are temporary settings that can be used for example to test 
novel learning spaces (Poutanen 2012).

Jenni Poutanen 2012, TTY Sähkötalo
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4.9 Services and culture

Local
Th e services located in the core area of TUT are restaurants, 
cafeterias and a bookstore. However, at the centre of Hervanta 
there are several services, but the services are not connected 
to the campus.

Restaurants and cafeterias of TUT are fully occupied during 
the day time and sometimes in the evening as well. Cafeterias 
are popular group work study places and some of them are 
open also aft er working hours. Th e restaurant Zip in Tietotalo 
building is quite popular location for academic party (sitsit), 
hence it is sometimes open in the evenings as well.
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Similar to the TUT, the main services in the campus area of the 
University of Oulu are restaurants, cafeterias and a bookstore. 
Th e Teacher Training School of University of Oulu could be 
defi ned as service as well: the school serves the families with 
children in the Linnanmaa suburb. Th e museums are cultural 
services, since they are open for public as well. Outside the 
core area there are several commercial services, schools and 
daycare centres.

Th e most busiest restaurants and cafeterias are in the heart of 
the campus: they are fully occupied during the whole day and 
also in the evening. Smaller restaurants in other parts of the 
central buildings are more quiet and they are closed earlier in 
the aft ernoon. 
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Th e central lobby of the University of Oulu. On the left  the bookstore and on the level below the 
restaurants. In the heart of the campus the restaurants are fully occupied the whole day and also in 
the evening.

Space cluster
Th e restaurants in the University of Oulu are not very attractive 
places: the furnitures as old-fashioned and the interior of 
the restaurants resembles a fast-food restaurant in s city. A 
beautiful and visually stimulating atmosphere was considered 
as an important quality of a city as well as quality of smart 
spaces. Visually attractive and more peaceful restaurants 
could increase the well-being of the customers and maybe 
even attract people outside the university to eat the restaurant.

University of Oulu
Linnanmaa campus
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The smaller restaurants and cafeterias are closed earlier than the restaurants in the heart of the 
campus.

Restaurants and cafeterias can be seen as possible learning 
environments as well. An ergonomic furnitures and a good 
access to IT networks along with the restaurant services attract 
people to spend time in the space. (JISC 2006) This increases 
also the multi-functionality of the space and effective use of 
premises.
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Restaurant Zip is open for everybody during lunchtime 
and sometimes in the evenings there are private academic 
party’s.

Tampere University of 
Technology
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Restaurant and cafeteria in Sähkötalo ground floor. In the front of the picture is the cafeteria and 
behind the red doors Edison restaurant. Cafeteria is open until 7pm during week and it is a popular 
group work study place.

The atmosphere of the cafeteria is similar to the atmosphere of the terrace cafe in Italy (photo below); 
people are casually chatting, eating and drinking, while other people pass by to their errands. Cafeteria 
is an excellent place not only for a quick coffee break but also for informal meeting with friends or 
more formal meeting with the study group.
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Support facilities, e.g. storage

O�ces
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other service

Hermia Science Park

Sport facilties

4.10 Housing

Local
Housing in the core area of the University of Oulu is scarce, 
but there are plenty of student apartments around it. Th e 
apartments on the east side of the central buildings of the 
university can be also defi ned as a part of the core area of 
the campus, according to answers of the survey of the core 
area. Th e signifi cant amount of student housing near the 
campus can be seen also one of the characteristic features of 
the University of Oulu.

University of Oulu could enhance its identity by bringing the 
student housing more visible part of the campus area. Housing 
in the core area of campus could also increase the density 
of the area. In addition, the University of Oulu could off er 
apartments not only for students but also for families with 
children and seniors. Th is would enhance the social blending 
of the area as well as a need for services.

Altogether, the amount of student housing near the campus 
is signifi cant in comparison to Tampere University of 
Technology. In this perspective the campus of University of 
Oulu is more like the campuses in Britain or United States, 
where the housing is essential part of the campus environment.

Central buildings
Th e apartments are situated on the 2nd fl oor and higher in the 
very central area of the campus. Apartments have their own 
entrances and there is no direct connection from the stairwell 
of the apartments to the facilities of the university.

Th e apartments could be even more connected to the facilities 
of the university. Especially a temporary apartments for 
visiting researchers or professors would be easy to combine 
with working spaces. Th is could increase the diversity of the 
spatial structure as well as create more interesting layout for 
public and private spaces.
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A few high rise buildings 
are connected to the 
central buildings of the 
University of Oulu.

Core area

Alternative 
core area
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Support facilities, e.g. storage
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Local
Housing of the TUT is observed only in local scale, since there 
are no student housing in the core area of campus. Only a few 
student apartments are located next to the core area. However, 
around Hervanta there are plenty of student apartments and 
Hervanta is quite popular housing area for students due to its 
aff ordable price level and good connections to the centre of 
Tampere.

Housing next to the core area is really close to the central 
building of the university, but the student apartments feel to 
be more further away than they really are. Th ere is a parking 
lot and some green areas in between the student apartments 
and the university buildings. Th e atmosphere in the core of 
the campus does not indicate that there is also housing nearby. 

Housing could be more present in the core area of campus. I 
fi nd the spatial structure more interesting if the housing would 
be spread around the campus and perhaps even connected to 
the university buildings.

In Hervanta there is only one small hotel near the Hermia 
business area. University could benefi t the hotel activity 
within the campus area, since there are many visiting lecturers 
and researchers. In addition to the basic housing units, hotel 
services in the core area of the campus could bring more 
variation to the spatial structure and also to the population of 
the campus.
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Core area

Below: Sähkötalo building is 
on the left  side. Behind the 
parking lot are located the 
closest student apartments 
in the area.
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So far, we have analysed the current spatial structure of the 
campuses that are selected as case studies. The focus of the 
analysis concentrated on how the spaces are located within 
campuses as well as atmosphere and usage of the spaces. In 
this chapter I will present the overall analysis of all spaces and 
bring out observations have done during the analysis.

I have calculated how many square meters each space category 
occupies within universities. The calculation concerns only 
the central buildings of University of Oulu and Tampere 
University of Technology, because only these buildings were 
comparable data available.

The areas are calculated by using the usable floor area of the 
floor plans. The calculated square meters of each space type 
are compared to the total amount of calculated area. [1] Only 
the main function spaces are considered, hence there are no 
support function spaces in the statistics (e.g. storage rooms, 
restrooms etc.). Figures 4.8 and 4.9 presents percentage of 
each space type compared to total amount of calculated area.

Corridors, closed office rooms and laboratories stand out as 
the biggest space categories. Other significant categories are 
library facilities, lecture halls and facilities for research, which 
consist of mainly offices and other workplaces for researchers.

4.11 Overall analysis

[1] The square meters of each 
space type are calculated 
based on the information in 
the floors plans, and therefore 
there is a marginal for errors. 
The floor plans are provided 
by University properties of 
Finland.
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Figure 4.8 Distribution of the spaces in University of Oulu.
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Figure 4.9 Distribution of the spaces in Tampere University of Technology.
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4.11.1 Work spaces and laboratories

Closed office rooms and laboratories are significant space 
categories in the distribution of the spaces in the University 
of Oulu as well as in the Tampere University of Technology.

These space types reflect the closed nature of university spaces. 
Closed offices consist of small office rooms of 1-5 persons with 
no connection to the other spaces around it. Laboratories are 
also rather exclusive facilities, because of the character of the 
space. Considerable is that the distribution of the spaces in the 
University of Oulu is almost identical with the distribution of 
the spaces in the Tampere University of Technology.

Not only learning spaces are changing. Also academic 
workplaces are in transition and this transitions is going 
from a mono-disciplinary to a multi-disciplinary and more 
collaborative way. The reasons of this change are (among 
other things) new ICT-technologies, financial pressures and 
ecological issues. Pinder, J. et al. (2009) categorize workspaces 
according to the size and occupancy: single-occupancy 
cellular office, multi-occupancy cellular office, combi-office, 
open plan office and non-territorial office. (Pinder et al. 2009.)
This categorization of workplaces is based on size and 
occupancy of space and it is rather comprehensive way to 
perceive the workplaces. However, workplace itself is already 
a space category, which indicates the function executed in the 
space. Instead of workplaces, could we categorize these spaces 
e.g. based on a level of interaction? 

Besides the facilities for education and work, laboratories 
are the third major space type within universities. According 
to Edwards (2000, p. 96) laboratories “should be seen as a 
symbolic gateway of learning - the place where teaching ceases 
and research begins”. Laboratories should be located centrally 
within the campus in order to provide linkage between 
teaching and research. (Edwards 2000.) 
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4.11.2 Usage rate

According to den Heijer (2011) there are two performance 
indicators that are related to usage rate: frequency rate and 
occupancy rate. Frequency rate indicates the hours of use 
versus hours available. Occupancy rate indicates used capacity 
versus maximum capacity. Den Heijer (2011) claims that 
university buildings are rather inefficient. The usage of the 
spaces is extremely intensive during working hours at day time. 
Correspondingly during evenings and holidays the usage is 
scarce. Space usage varies also within a semester; lecture halls 
are full at the beginning of the semester, seminar and project 
rooms are occupied in the mid-semester and study places and 
presentation rooms are crowded at the end of the semester. 
Not only the education and research spaces are under-used; 
the problem is also with office spaces. Some employees have 
possibility to work at home, some can be part-time workers, 
and many researchers travel for example for conferences. (den 
Heijer 2011, p. 242-245.)

Smart and efficient usage of the spaces is definitely one of the 
signs of smart spaces. Due to a vast number of square meters, 
it is impossible to find out the usage rate of each and every 
space within the university. The efficient and flexible use of 
the spaces would reduce the need to build new facilities and 
support the sustainable development of the universities.

Due to their special character and expensive equipments, 
laboratories can be seen quite exclusive facilities. This makes 
laboratories rather under-used and facilities are hard to share. 
However, den Heijer (2011) claims that also laboratories are 
turning towards a more flexible, shared research environment 
and multi-use labs are becoming more common. (den Heijer 
2001.)
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The amount of corridor space in the case study universities 
is extremely high. In this study I have considered as ‘corridor 
spaces’ all the corridors, halls, lobbies and entrance spaces. 
Corridor category does not include the vertical connections 
such as staircases or elevators. It is obvious that the corridor 
spaces are needed for the circulation of the people. However, 
the corridor space is used actively only a small part of the day 
during working hours.

Recently informal study spaces and learning outside the 
classroom has drawn a lot of interest. According to Dugdale 
(2009, p. 52) informal learning spaces are all the spaces 
outside the traditional classroom, e.g. libraries, lounges, cafés 
and restaurants. Informal study places support non-scheduled 
knowledge sharing and studying as well as collaborative group 
work. (Dugdale 2009.) Corridors can be seen also as a potential 
places for informal learning, since they are the biggest single 
space type outside the traditional formal learning spaces 
(Poutanen 2012).

The figure 4.10 presents the way how Dugdale (2009, p. 54) has 
set forth the relation between formal and informal learning 
spaces. Informal learning space is basically everywhere 
outside the traditional spaces.

In order to perceive the relation between formal and informal 
spaces in the University of Oulu and the Tampere University of 
Technology, I divided spaces roughly into these two categories. 
The categories and their space types are listed on the right. The 
grey colour indicates the formal spaces and green indicates 
the informal spaces.

4.11.3 Formal and informal spaces
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Figure 4.10 Th e Space Between by Dugdale 2009 p. 54
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Business premises
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Group work spaces
Individual study places
Special study spaces
Health services
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Figure 4.11 presents the division of formal and informal spaces 
in the University of Oulu and figure 4.12 presents the same 
division in the Tampere University of Technology. The results 
are more or less the same in both universities. The relation 
between the formal and informal spaces is approximately 
60/40 - formal spaces occupy 60% of the total area of main 
functions, informal spaces (including corridors) are 40% of 
total area of main functions.

The formality of corridors is extremely difficult to determine 
and yet now they are the biggest space type of the informal 
spaces in the charts. This might distort the results of the 
comparison. If the corridors are left out of the calculations, 
the relation between formal and informal spaces would be 
approximately 80/20 - formal spaces occupy now even 80% of 
the total area of main functions (excluding corridors), when 
informal spaces are only about 20% (see the figures 4.13. and 
4.14).

Of course this division to formal and informal spaces is not 
very accurate. The formality of the space is difficult to define 
and it depends on many factors. The location within the 
building, the actual use of the space and the users of the space 
have an impact on the formality of the space. However, the 
rough division to formal and informal spaces gives us an idea 
of how the traditional and non-traditional spaces are divided 
in the universities.
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Figure 4.11 University of Oulu.

62%	


38%	


65%	


35%	


Figure 4.12 Tampere 
University of Technology

83%	


17%	


83%	


17%	


Figure 4.13 University of Oulu Figure 4.14 Tampere 
University of Technology

Formal vs. informal spaces when informal spaces include corridors

Formal vs. informal spaces when corridors are excluded
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Besides formality, spaces can be categorized e.g. according 
to their specificity. Specificity indicates how many purposes 
a  space can be used. Dugdale (2009, p. 52) analyses spaces 
according to their formality and specificity. In figures 4.16 and 
4.17 the Y-axis describes the formality of the space. The formal 
spaces can be used only as scheduled. Informal spaces are free 
to be used by anyone and booking in advance is not required. 

X-axis describes the specificity of the space. The specificity of 
the space describes how many different activities can occur in 
the space. Single-use spaces can be used only for one purpose 
and multi-use spaces can be used in various ways.

Figure 4.16 presents my opinion of the division of current 
spaces in the University of Oulu and the Tampere University of 
Technology. The size of the circle indicates roughly the amount 
of square meters of the each space type. The figure is based 
only on my impression about the spaces and the formality and 
specificity are not measured in any ways.

Figure 4.17 presents a scenario, how the spatial structure could 
develop in the future. If the campus of the future is like a city, 
the balance of the spaces may change towards more informal 
and multi-functional.

According to Dugdale (2009, p. 52) a key challenge is to find 
a right balance between formal and informal study spaces. 
Universities could develop a master plan for the informal 
learning spaces as well as formal teaching spaces. Both types 
are needed within the universities in order to support various 
learning methods. (Dugdale 2009.)

4.11.4 Formality and specificity
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Figure 4.16 Th e current distribution of the spaces in University of Oulu and 
Tampere University of Technology. Figure is inspired by Dugdale 2009, p. 52

Figure 4.17 Possible distribution of the spaces in the future?
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4.12 Summary

University of Oulu and Tampere University of Technology have 
similar spatial structure, even though there are also diff erences. 
By enhancing their characteristic features, universities could 
strengthen their identity and special character.

According to the literature sources, spaces are developing 
towards informal and multi-functional. In chapters 2 and 
3 we have discovered also other qualities that could be 
applied to campuses in order to create more urban and 
smart environment. Th e qualities that are selected to closer 
examination are following:

Next chapter I will present diff erent illustrations, how the 
spaces of both campuses can be developed by observing the 
spatial structure through these qualities. Illustrations consider 
only a fraction of all spaces within case study campuses, but 
the ideas and principles can be adapted to other spaces - and 
other universities -  as well. Th e aim of these illustrations 
is to present diff erent ideas and perspectives to the campus 
development.

Identity
Spatial hierarchy

Density
Multi-functionality

Variety and mixed primary uses
User-driven modi� cations
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Campus illustrations
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In previous chapters I have introduced the current spatial 
structure of the University of Oulu and the Tampere University 
of Technology. The campuses are observed as cities and the 
spatial structure is analysed through this perspective.

Spatial structure is ought to be developed by bringing urban 
elements and qualities of smart spaces to the campuses. 
These qualities are defined by literature sources as well as by 
participants of the workshops in chapters 2 and 3.

Next chapter introduces several illustrations how the urban 
and smart qualities could be applied to the campuses.  Chapter 
introduces also interesting existing spaces within universities 
that express the novel space types or reflect the transform 
towards more urban campus environment.

These illustrations are visions of the future and they reflect 
the ideal urban campus environment. Designers can use 
the ideas as a source of inspiration and as a guideline of the 
design. The illustrations can also be seen as possible courses 
of action which will lead campuses towards more urban and 
smart environment.
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5.1 Identity

A strong identity is one of most 
important qualities of attractive 
urban environment,  according to 
the participants of the second workshop. 
Campuses could enhance their identity 
for example by strengthen their 
characteristic features.

One of the characteristic features of 
Tampere University of Technology is 
the Hermia Science Park in immediate 
approximately of the campus. TUT and 
Hermia are already in close co-operation 
and the buildings of Hermia are only a 
few steps away from the central buildings 
of the campus. Nevertheless the students 
of TUT did not consider Hermia as a 
part of the campus. However, campus 
of TUT could enhance its identity by 
engaging even more closer co-operation 
with Hermia Science Park, not only 

through the functions but also sharing 
the facilities. In addition, the expansion 
towards the Technical Research Centre of 
Finland in the north side of the campus 
could be other possibility to enhance the 
characteristic features of TUT.

Co-operation with the Hermia Science 
Park or the Technical Research Centre 
of Finland would increase the presence 
of technology factor within campus. 
According to Florida (2002) technology 
is one of the key factors of economic 
development: many regions with high-
tech industries are also concentrations 
of ‘creative class’ and therefore more 
economically successful. Of course the 
technology alone does not enhance the 
attractivity of the campus; two other 
factors – talent and tolerance – are 
needed as well.
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5.2 Spatial hierarchy

A well designed spatial 
hierarchy helps us to navigate within 
campus area and orientate ourselves 
in a new environment. Based on the 
discussion in a workshop spatial 
hierarchy consist of three sub-qualities 
that create smart and urban campus 
environment: accessibility, orientation 
and intersections.

Accessibility in campuses can be 
considered multiple ways. Buildings must 
be accessible to persons with disabilities 
which means accessible routes, elevators, 
easily perceivable spaces and legible 
environment. Accessible environment 
can be also accessible for everyone: not 
only to the students of the university but 
also to visitors and other inhabitants of 
the area.

Jane Jacobs (1961) highlights the 
importance of small blocks in an attractive 
urban environment. Small blocks enable 
people various routes from one place to 
another which creates more  lively urban 
environment. In other words, the small 
block allow high pedestrian permeability. 
(p. 178-186)

The idea about small block and various 
routes can be adapted to the campus 
environment for example by diminishing 
the usage of the one main corridor. 
For example in Tampere University of 
Technology there is one main corridor 

which is the only route that connects 
different buildings. Especially in winter 
the only indoor route from Tietotalo to 
Konetalo runs  through all the central 
buildings and the in the rush hour the 
walking distance between the buildings 
can be up to 15 minutes.

Various routes may generate disoriented 
environment, if all the streets of the 
university look alike. In the city, there 
is always some sort of landmarks and 
points of interest which can be held 
as a key orientation points. Campus 
structure requires also a point, where 
the traditional structure breaks and 
something unique stands out.

For example pilot projects can be 
considered as a function breakers, 
which could act as a landmarks within 
campuses. According to research by 
DEGW, campuses need pilot projects for 
innovative formal and informal learning 
spaces (DEGW 2008). In the campus 
there could be open areas or spaces, 
which could facilitate floating space 
installations. This kind of temporary 
experiments would drawn attention and 
stand out from the traditional structure, 
hence they could act as a landmarks and 
orientation points too. If the ‘prototype 
spaces’ work as intended, it would be 
possible to relocate them and transform 
to permanent spaces.
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In Tampere University of Technology, 
2nd fl oor of Sähkötalo building is located 
entrepreneurship and innovation centre 
called Talli. Th e interior of Talli is colourful 
and informal with beanbag chairs and 
cosy atmosphere. Talli stands out from 
the other spaces in Sähkötalo, hence it can 
be seen a function breaker and a point of 
orientation.
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Th e orientation points could naturally be located in a 
key intersections. Intersections are important places for 
encounters, and they should be considered in diff erent scales. 
In a local  scale intersection can be a point where students and 
staff  of the whole university encounter with the inhabitants of 
the area. Why would people of diff erent ages and backgrounds 
gather together? Of course the space itself is not enough – 
there must be activity within the place. Th e activity can be 
anything – a service, a sport fi eld, a shopping mall, a zoo or a 
learning centre. Important is that is it accessible for everybody 
and there are happenings going on.

In a central building scale the intersection can be a place 
where people from diff erent faculties can meet each other. For 
example in the University of Oulu the heart of the campus can 
be seen as a key intersection point. In the heart of the campus 
there are several restaurants, cafeterias and a bookstore. Th ese 
kind of activities encourage people to gather this place.
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The heart of the campus in the University of Oulu
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In a space cluster scale, intersections can be places where people 
from the same faculty or a unit gather together. Coff ee rooms 
are naturally these kind of intersections, but there could be 
others as well. For example the corridors can be important 
places for encounters, if people work in separated rooms. 
On the other hand, open-plan offi  ces off er naturally more 
possibilities to interact with co-workers, hence the designed 
places for encounters may not be needed. However, all the 
people of the same faculty can not work in a same open-plan 
offi  ce, due to a data security and privacy policy. Th erefore, the 
places for encounters are needed.
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Below: Th e orientation in the University of Oulu could be 
enhanced by distinguishing the secondary corridors from the 
main corridor. Secondary corridors could tell something about 
the functions along the corridor, for example environmental 
engineering could bring some piece of environment to the 
corridor.
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Density was determined as a key element of attractive 
urban environment by the participants of the workshops. 
Also Jane Jacobs (1961) has stated the density as one of the 
most important factors for the vivid urban structure: “The 
district must have a sufficiently dense concentration of people, 
for whatever purpose they may be there. This includes people 
there because of residence.” (p. 200.)

In the University of Oulu the granularity of the local area 
around the campus is rather open. Student housing block near 
the campus feels to be further away from the central buildings 
than they really are, because in between the central buildings 

5.3 Density

University of Oulu
Open Scandinavian Architectural Competition
1st price, General layout
(Pajamies 1968)
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and the housing units there are large green areas and massive 
parking lot as well as a road. By increasing the density of the 
area, the campus and the housing blocks could form more 
unifi ed entity and the campus environment would develop 
towards more urban.

As a matter of fact, density and urban campus were the original 
objectives of the Linnanmaa campus of the University of Oulu. 
(Pajamies 1968) Th e original ambitions of the campus design 
could be revisited and analysed, if these objectives could be 
used for further campus development.
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Th e picture illustrates the more dense urban 
structure of the campus of University of Oulu.
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Multi-functionality can be interpreted various ways: 
The same space can be used in different purposes in different 
times of day or different activities can take place in the same 
space at the same time. Multi-functionality can be considered 
as a key quality of smart spaces as well. The usage rate of the 
spaces can be improved by using the space effectively during 
the whole day and also in the evening.

One of the findings of the research conducted by DEGW 
(2008), was that multi-purpose spaces are needed to support 
various teaching and learning activities, but there is also need 
for specialized spaces that can meet more focused needs (p. 
11). In other words, all the spaces can not be multi-functional, 
since there are some special functions of equipments, for 
example in laboratories, that can not be combined with other 
functions. The research by DEGW is focusing only on multi-
functional learning and teaching spaces. However, the space 
which is used for studying in daytime, can turn into a place for 
free-time activities in the evening.

The series of pictures on the right presents how a lecture 
hall of the University of Oulu can be turned into a multi-
functional space. The bigger lecture halls are challenging to 
transform multi-functional spaces because of the descending 
auditorium. If the fixed chairs and tables of the lecture hall 
would be movable, the descending auditorium can be turned 
into a space with wide platforms. In addition, the platforms 
could be furnished with movable furnitures or used as such. 
The topmost picture illustrates the usage of the platforms for 
the free-time activity, but the platforms could be used also for 
studying.

5.4 Multi-functionality
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Yoga class in the 
morning before the 
lectures begin.

Traditional lectures 
are held during 
working hours.

In the evening the 
lecture hall tuns into 
a theatre.
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Variety is one of the most important qualities in an 
attractive urban environment, as a result of the workshops. 
Market places, central squares and places where people gather 
together was determined as an interesting places in the city 
by the participants of the first workshop. The interesting 
and attractive city is full of different spaces and places with 
different activities and atmospheres.

Also Jane Jacobs (1961) highlights the importance of variety 
and mixed primary uses. She has observed that in a district 
with several primary uses, different people occupy the streets 
in different times of day. Streets filled with people attract even 
more people. Places, where people gather together are not only 
safe and attractive but also economically successful. (p. 152)

As noted earlier, the primary uses of campus are study, work 
and research. In order to increase the variety of places as well 
as variety of people, novel primary uses should be introduced 
to campuses. Current primary uses bring people to campus 
area only in working hours. After the workday students, 
researchers, professors or other members of university staff 
have no reason to stay in campus.

5.5 Variety &
Mixed primary uses
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After work, people need to do grocery shopping, go home 
and prepare a meal or perhaps go to a gym or pickup the kids 
from daycare. In order to have a reason to stay in campus, 
there should be food stores, housing, sport facilities or maybe 
children’s daycare.

In the evening and weekends people want to go the restaurants 
or shopping, see a movie, go to jogging outside or walk a dog. 
Students may want to study as well or hang out with friends. If 
campus has a movie theatre or restaurants that are open in the 
evening as well, there might be also people.

The large corridors in the university buildings could be 
perceived as streets of a city. Variety of spaces and mixed 
primary uses could be noticed for example in the corridors of 
the university. Picture in the next page illustrates the situation.
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5.6 User-driven modifications

User-driven modifications were considered as one of 
the major qualities for campuses of the future in the second 
workshop. User-driven events and space modifications should 
be supported by the administration of universities and the 
atmosphere in the campus should allow students to take 
initiative and organize spaces by themselves.

According to Jane Jacobs (1961, p. 188) old buildings cultivate  
new primary uses of the district. New businesses must use 
cheaper premises which are often in older buildings in less 
attractive areas. In campuses there are plenty of aged buildings 
which could be rented out for new start-up companies or for 
students or researchers to set up their own studios.

By allowing users to modify the spaces, they will feel the 
place to be like a home and they commit to the place. A good 
example of these kind of user-driven modifications within 
the space, is the former Building 20 of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT). The Building 20 was intended 
as a temporary structure, but at the end it existed for 55 years. 
The researches and other occupants of the building felt free 
to do modifications, because of the temporary nature of the 
building. The interdisciplinary and cosy atmosphere of the 
place encourages the creativity and the exchange of ideas, 
hence the Building 20 was called a “magic incubator”. (RLE 
Undercurrents 1997)
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Th e oldest, not yet renovated 
buildings of TUT are 
Konetalo and Sähkötalo. 
In these buildings could be 
possible to allow user-driven 
modifi cations.

146

Th e oldest part of the 
University of Oulu is the 
central part in the middle. 
In these facilities could be 
possible to do user-driven 
modifi cations.
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5.7 Summary

Identity of a place can be enhanced 
for example by strengthening the 
characteristic features of a place. Strong 
identity increases the attractivity of a 
place and therefore it is important factors 
for the campuses of the future.

Spatial hierarchy creates sense of 
orientation even in an unfamiliar place. 
Point of orientation and distinguishable 
landmarks are signs of interesting urban 
environment. Also modernist campuses 
should enhance these qualities in order 
to create smarter environment.

Dense built environment creates an urban 
atmosphere, and the spaces between 
the buildings can be seen as interesting 
venues. Dense housing in a campus area 
increases the users of the premises and 
furthermore the demand on services. In 
addition, along the people and services, 
the premises are used more effectively.

Multi-functionality increases the 
effective use of premises as well. Well 
designed multi-functional spaces can be 
used in several purposes at the same time, 
or the same space can be used different 

purposes in different times of day.

Variety and mixed primary uses attract 
different people to the campus premises 
in different times of day. This increases 
the usage of the spaces and creates more 
urban atmosphere to campus.

User-driven modifications are 
considered a sign of a free and innovative 
environment; the interdisciplinary and 
cosy atmosphere of the place encourages 
the creativity and the exchange of ideas. 
In addition, users commit to the place 
better and they to be feel like home.

As presented before, there are several 
possibilities to adapt the qualities of a city 
and qualities of smart spaces to a campus 
environment. These different qualities 
can be adapted in different scales and 
some of the qualities may be overlapping. 
The illustrations are only examples on 
how campuses can be developed by 
bringing urban and smart qualities to the 
campus environment. Similar principles 
could be used to develop other modernist 
campuses with similar spatial structure as 
well.
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Conclusions & Discussion
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This chapter sums up the main results and 
findings of the study. In addition, the chapter 
discusses the most important results and their 
significance,  as well as reliability of the research. 
The recommendations for further studies are 
presented in this chapter as well.

Modernist campuses, which are built between 1950s 
and 1990s, can be interpreted as cities, since they form their 
own isolated entities within a city structure. In addition, 
urban activities, such as housing, services and free-time 
entertainments, take place in campus premises. Modernist 
campuses, which have designed to be like satellite cities, are 
now in interaction with a city around them. Campuses have 
at least two options on how to interact with a city: expanding 
functions and premises into the city or absorbing the qualities 
of a city into a campus.

Campus as a city is a point of view from where this study 
is written. However, during the examination of campuses 
and the adaptation of the Smart City concept, it became 
clear that campuses are further away from real cities than 
anticipated. Hence, the Smart city concept can not be applied 
to the examination of campuses directly and the adaptation 
of the concept was not possible within the time frame and 
available resources of this study. Therefore the study focuses 
on discovering the qualities of smart spaces in addition to 
qualities of a city.

Adaptation of the Smart City concept would be interesting to 
develop further, and create a ‘Smart Campus’ tool that could 
be used to analyse the current campuses and reveal their 
weaknesses. Smart Campus tool could be used to examine 
all the Finnish campuses and perhaps include also foreign 
examples. The smartness of campuses could be studied 
further in co-operation with the experts of the area of facility 
management.
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The existing spatial structure of the case campuses 
University of Oulu and Tampere University of Technology are 
analysed and campuses are perceived as cities. The outcome 
of the spatial analysis reveals that the structure of both 
universities is rather similar; each space category occupies 
almost exactly the same amount square meters in both cases. 
In addition, the relation between formal and informal spaces 
is similar as well.  Even though the case campuses have very 
different demands on the spaces, due to different faculties, 
the spatial structure is nevertheless the same. This reflects the 
nature of the modernist campus universities and the principles 
of modernist planning: the spaces are not designed according 
to the needs of the users, but according to the architectural 
principles and models, which not necessary serve the users in 
a best possible way.

The outcome of the spatial analysis scratches only the surface, 
and there are several view points that can still be examined. 
For example the current usage of the spaces would be 
interesting to include to the examination of the existing spatial 
structure. The examination of current usage could include not 
only the current function of the space but also the usage rate 
of the space. Current function and usage rate of the space 
could provide important information about how the spaces 
are actually used. In addition, the actual usage of the spaces 
could be compared to the intended usage.

Furthermore, the research about the changes of the spaces 
would be important as well: the research could investigate 
weather the renovations and new buildings have enhanced 
the spatial structure of the universities or not. Of course, after 
the renovation of a building is finished, it might be difficult to 
change the new renovated facilities, if the results of the research 
show that the renovation has not improved the spatiality of a 
campus. However, this kind of research could be useful for 
renovations and building projects of the future.
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The campus illustrations present how can campuses be 
developed by bringing urban and smart qualities to the campus 
environment, in order to develop campuses towards more 
urban environment. The identity is one of the most important 
qualities of attractive urban environment. However, due to 
a similar spatial structure of both case studies, the identity 
of the campuses is difficult to enhance. One possible way to 
enhance the identity is to develop the characteristic features of 
both cases. Even so, the identity of a place could be researched 
further.

At the beginning the hypothesis was that similar concepts 
of development can be used to improve both case campuses, 
because they have similar spatial structure. However, the 
hypothesis in contradiction with the idea that campuses should 
enhance their identity; If similar ideas are used to develop 
both campuses, the campuses are going to resemble each 
other and therefore it may weaken the identity of campuses. 
Hence, different campuses could enhance different qualities 
depending on the characteristic features of the campus. On 
the other hand, there are several different possibilities and 
interpretations, how the urban and smart qualities can be 
applied to campus environment. Therefore each campus 
should adapt the qualities in considering their identity.

Based on the research, campuses are not actual cities, but 
they have many similar elements, such as public spaces and 
streets (corridors) and dense unified structure. However, the 
population of the campus is coherent and the functions are 
rather biased. On the other hand, modernist campuses are 
originally designed urban environments and living organisms. 
Maybe the developers of the campuses should not look to the 
future, but instead to the past, and draw inspiration from the 
original principles of the design solutions.
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This study offers a new perspective for the campus 
development by analysing campuses as cities. Starting 
point of the study is in hypothesis that campuses can be 
in interaction with a city around them by bringing the 
qualities of a city into campus environment.

University of Oulu and Tampere University of 
Technology are selected as case studies, since they 
represent typical modernist campuses. In addition, 
the original principles of the design solutions of the 
campuses defend the viewpoint about urban campus. 
The spaces and functions of the campuses are analysed 
in the perspective of urban qualities and furthermore 
the whole campus is seen as a city.

The study is done as a part of a multidisciplinary research group: 
RYM-SHOK Work package 4: Spaces for learning and creation of 
new knowledge. Driver Company of the work package 4 is University 
Properties of Finland Ltd, Suomen yliopistokiinteistöt Oy (SYK Oy). 




